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In Our 98th Year

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, February 10, 1977
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One Section — 14 Pages

ury Urges Stepped Up Investigation Of Clinic Fire
Pan61 Delivers 27 In
In Calloway Circuit Court Today
_

REHEARSE FOR CONCERT—The Murray High Band Department will present its annual Winter Concert Monday,
Feb. 14, in the MSU Student Center auditOrium (Univ. School). The concert will-feature the 105-member concert
band, the 50-member symphonic band and the 27-member jazz band. Each band will feature several selections of
varied styles that should appeal to all listeners. Admission will be a Si donation for adults and 50 cents for students.

Over 150 Young People Turn Out
For Children's Theatre Tryouts

1

Over 150 young people from the
Murray and Calloway County area
turned out to audition for "Androcles
and tha-Lion," the first production of a
community theatre group that was
forniedhere less than a month ago.
Notes were sent home with students
in grades three through twelve to
publieize the auditions, "but I never
expected anything like this," said
Richard Valentine, director for the
production. "A total of 91 young people
tried. 0.11tWA Many others were there
who were interested in other areas of
theatre."
Valentine said he didn't like to have
to hurry through auditions but that with
a group that size he had. no choice.
Every school in the city Old county
systems was represented.
The first major problem has been
selecting a cast. "With only six roles to
fill and all the people who tried out, I
could have come up with a dozen different casts — all good," Valentine
said,"but I finally narrowed it down."
The cast will include the following:
Mark Austin, Androcles; Bryan
Bartlett, Pantalone; Dana Morton,
Isabella; Ross Bolen, Lelio; Mark
Hussung, the Captain; and Jackie
McKnight,the Lion.
The play is a freely adapted version
of a classic legend and was chosen
partly because of the small cast siace
no one knew just- how much inteeest
there would be. There are also plans to
tour the show around the county and a
small troupe travels better and lighter,
a spokesman said.
The Calloway County Public Library
was used for the try-outs on the invitation from librarian Margaret
Treyathan. "The crowd we had
Tuesday is a terrific indicator of just
how much we need an ongoing program

Fair and Mild
Fair and mild tonight with lows from
the upper 30s to low 40s. Increasing
cloudiness and continued mild Friday
with highs again in the upper 50s to law
60s, Saturday a small chance of
showers and-continued mild.

like this in the bounty," she said. Mrs.
Trevatkum is also executive director of
the bard to start the theatre group
here.
Due.to,last Tueaday's response, the
group will discuss plans for a larger
production before the end of the school
year, and, if enough interest is shorn,
plans for a summer theatre will also be
implemented,a spokesman said.
Although many young people will be
involved with "Androcles" working on
the set, costumes, ;trope ,.and other
essentials, not every child can possibly
work with this production. "We don't
want to lose anyone interested in
creative dramatics," said Jo Curris,

board member, "that's why we are
already working on a series oetheatre
classes designed by Valentine to get our
children ready for their next production."
The cast will meet on Monday,
February 14 at 3:30 p. m. along with
any others interested in helping with
the play. Those who filled out the information sheet last Tuesday will be
informed about future meetings
through the mail:
Persons having further questions
concerning this new organization are
encouraged to call 753-2288 or any
member of the community theatre
group.

plea of not guilty. The charge theft by
The Calloway Circuit Court Grand criminal indictments today as it
deception is the new classification for
Jury reported today to Circuit Judge reported back to Circuit Judge James
cold checking.
James Lassiter that it is concerned Lassiter.
*Charles Lane, -theft by Unlawful
_with the - investigation of -the' fire that
Those made public included:
taking, two counts, and- one count of 0Yed theLioustoalAcDes.tittClibie.
Don R. Miller, charged with second
third degree burglary. He entered a
The grand jury report indicated that
degree wanton endangerment. He
plea of not guilty.
the panel had before it a state police
'pleaded guilty and was fined $250 today.
Eugene Duffy and Michael Skinner,
'arson investigator who indicated that,
Edward L. Mason, Gary Dean
three counts of third degree burglary.
in his opinion, the fire was intentionally
James,and George Dijulio, one count of
Rickey Nance uncl? Lee iteach, theft set. However, he further indicated that
theft by Unlawful taking, and two
by .unlawful taking, and Lee Beach,'
-very little investigation had occurred
counts of third degree burglary. Trial
third degree burglary: Beach entered a
since the Week following the fire.
date is set for June 2 for the three.
guilty plea to both indictments and will
He further admitted, according to the
Cynthia Ramsey, two counts of theft
return on Feb. 15 for sentencing.
grand jury, that there_ is a lack of
by unlawful taking and three counts of
Steve Barnett, intimidating a witmanpower in the arson section of the
third degree burglary.
ness. His trial is set for May 23.
Kentucky State Police."We found," the
Mark Rogers, second degree forgery
Dwayne Martin, uttering a forged
grand jury report says, "that the inand third degree burglary. He entered a
prescription. His trial date was set for
vestigation, ahtough it is continuing, is
plea of not guilty to both counts.
March 3.
not as intense nor is it progressing at
Tommy Thurman, four counts of
Dale Jackson, one count of trafthe rate it Should be. Accordingly, we
receivingly stolen property.
knowingly
ficking
and
one
in
cocaine
count
of
have taken the following actions:
His trial is set for June 6.
— -We have appealed to Rep. trafficking in dilaudid. His trial was set
Ray Underhill, two counts of theft by
for May 3.
Kenneth Imes for assistance in getting
deception.
Harvey Ellis, Jr., theft by unlawful
additional-State police investigation.
Michael E. Watts, making a forged
taking. His-trial date is set for May 23.
— "We have collectively written a
prescription. He pleaded not guilty, and
*Ellis is-reported to• be of no relation to
letter to-Gov, jultan-Carroliztating-the
•
trail was set for May 23.
Harvey Ellis of Circarama Drive here).
importance of this investigation to our
deception.
Barnett,
theft
by
Jake
Annie
E.
Duckett,
two
counts
of
community and urging his help in
Jake Barnett and John Barnett,three
second degree possession of a forged
getting adequate state police arson
counts of theft by deception.
instrument. She pleaded not guilty, and
investigation.
Jerry Wofford, second degree arson.
the arraignment was continued to
— "We request that the May 1977
He pleaded not guilty and trial was set
Tuesday.
Grand Jury again consider this matter
for March 3.
James Leroy Hutson, first degree
in an attempt to assure that the inConnie Ramsey, four counts of theft
robbery, in connection with a robbery
vestigation is thoroughly conducted.
by unlawful taking and three counts of
Nov. 10 at Kwik Pik Market. He pleaded
The Grand Jury also interviewed
third degree burglary. He pleaded not
not guilty, and trial was set for June 2.
agents of the state police narcotics
guilty to all counts aii*riakrate will be -division and met _briefly with an agenk: Andre-. Armstrong.. _theft _ by
set later. •
deception, two counts. He entered a
-of the Federal Drug Enforcement
Administration. In these' interviews
they were "made aware of the drug
charges that have been filed in U.S.
District Court against Dr. James Ray
Ammons and Tosun Yourk; (these
persons having been previously
charged in Calloway County Court.)
After these interviews, we feel that this
investigation is thorough and is confrom the state and the court accepted
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
tinuing. This Grand Jury did not render
for county maintenance a road in the
heard a report from the state highway
any indictments pertaining to that
Rolling Hills Subdivision.
department on the four-laning of 12th
investigation as it appears that any
Finally, the court voted to replace a
Street from Chestnut to Sycamore at its
indictments that might be rendered at
scanner in the patrol car of State
regular meeting this morning.
this stage of the investigation would
Trooper J. C. Barnett at a - cost of
The court received the progress
duplicate those pending in Federal
around $200. The court had provided
report, which had already been
Court."
such a radio in Barnett's previous
presented to the Murray City Council,
The Grand Jury also returned 27
cruiser in order that he could comand was asked for any recommunicate with the county - sheriff's
mendations on the project.
That cruiser was
department.
The court did recommend to the state
destroyed by fire while on loan to
officials present that a bike path be
another part of the state, and the
included on the west side of the street
scanner was destroyed.
from Sycamore to Chestnut.
In other action at the meeting today,
a routine transfer of funds from the
salaries account to the supplies account
was approved, and Graham Feltner
or it couldbe-seVeral different ones."
was reapliointed to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Board- on
Daviess County school officials
recommendation from the Farm
reported an 8 per cent absentee rate
Bureau.
Wednesday. Officials said a 4 per cent
Squire Ralph Bogard was given the
rate is considered normal for the 9,300authority to sign for surplus property
pupil enrollment.
Several persons have filed for public
Charles Combs, pupil personnel
office in the May Democratic Primary
director for Daviess _County schools,
recently, according to County Court
said that "We don't consider it an
Clerk Marvin Harris. -•
epidemic yet. When you get about 85
James Ray Hamilton, Route Six, has
per cent(of enrollment attending), then
filed for sheriff.
—
you start getting concerned."
Billy M. Erwin, Route -Two, has filed
Union County Schools Supt. 'Neal
.Ior mag,istrate in District Three.Tucker said classes were feeling the
Art Jewell, of Murray, has filed for
,ffects of the outbreak,"but not as bad
The Murray Independent School the office of county coroner.
4
s in Henderson County.
Board is scheduled -to consider adIncumbent Dan Bazzell has filed for
vertisement for bids on a renovation
re-election as magistrate of District,
project for Murray Middle School at its Four.
TODAY'S INDEX
regular meeting tonight.
Steven Alexander, Rotite One, has
One Section Today
Also at the meeting, which begins in filed for magistrate of District One.
Local Scene
234
the board offices at the corner of Poplar
Incumbent Ralph Bogard, 1111 South
Horoscope
3
and- 9th streets at 7 p.m., the board is
1601,- has • filed for re-election for
5
Opinion Page
scheduled to discuss an amended
magistrate of District Three.
Dear Abby
7
. budget-for the current fiscal year.
Incumbent' Gil Hopson, Mille rive,
910
Spbrts
Supt. Fred Schultz is scheduled to
has filed for re-election for magistrate_
11
Comic
report to the board on his Feb. 1
of District Two.
11
Crossword
meeting with Gov. Julian Carroll as
Incumbent Tommy Bogard has filed
11, 12,13
Classifieds
well as brief the board on the school, for .re-election. . for. magistrate- . -of.
14
Deaths & Funerals
'calendar and-fuel cdriservation efforti.
District One. -

Fiscal Court Hears
Report On U.S.641

Flulike Illness Plaguing Some
West Kentucky School Systems
By GEORGE W.HACKETT
Associated Press Writer
State health officials are studying
specimens from western Kentucky to
determine if influenza is the cause of
high absenteeism in some schools.
"We don't know whether it's the flu or
something else," said Dr. Carlos
Hernandez, director of the Division of
Preventive Services in the state Health
Department.

County School
Board To Meet
Several items of routine business are
on the agenda for the regular meeting
of the Calloway County School Board
which begins at 7 p.m. tonight in the
board offices on College Farm Road.
The board will discuss the elementary basketball program and will hear
areportfrom Supt. Jack Rose.
Rose is scheduled to report on the
system's transportation, construction
at the high school,the energy crisis,the
schoOl calendar and the practical arts
program.

Hernandez said his agency was
collecting -some specimens to run
through the laboratory and, hopefully,
isolate this thing and see what it is."
Two western Kentucky school
systems have been closed for the rest of
the week, and others are plagued with
absenteeism because of an outbreak of
finlike symptoma among pupils.
Supt. Richard Hopkins shut down
McLean County schools Wednesday
after learning that 7.39 of the 2,258 pupils
had missed classes.
One McLean County physician
reported that he had treated at least 300
cases, and said the illnesss carried the
symptoms of Victoria influenza "or a
virus simulating flu symptoms."
A similar closure order was issued by
Supt. Bill Hideout when 1,080
youngsters, about 10 per cent of
enrollment, were absent in Henderson
County.
About 400 cases of the flu-like disease
were reported in Graves County, but
officials decided to keep schools open.
Mary Criswell of the Graves County
Health Department said that "there
definitely is some type of bug _going_
around. It may be One particular virus

Several File
For Office
In Primary

Renovation
On Agenda
For Board Meet

Buying Tobacco At Barns Could Hurt In Future, Officials Say
The practice of buyers of dark fired
tobacco going to the barns to buy
tobacco this year may threaten the
economy in western Kentucky and
Tennessee, according to tobacco officials.
The Dark Fired Tobacco Associations
were formed about 1908 to help the
tobacco growers in the area to get a
better price for the tobacco. When the
tobacco is sold through the barns and
not taken through the loose leaf floors,
the government price support might be
lost athe practice continues.
This year with the scarcity of tobacco
the farmers rushed to the barns to buy
the crops with prices of $1.40 to $1.50 per
pound reported. The growers who sold
their tobacco crops through *e local
floors, Growers and Farris, report:xi
they were happy with the prices
'received, however.

Holmes Ellis, manager of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Association, said 435,084 pounds had
been sold through Wednesday on the
Murray and Mayfield markets with the
average price being almost $1.35 per
pound.
Figures from the Eastern Dark Fired
Tobacco Association, William Porter,
manager, show that 235,000 pounds
were sold through markets in
Hopkinsville, and at Clarksville and
Springfield, Tenn.,' with an average of
$1.43 being reported.
Ellis and Porter said if the situation
of buying tobacco t the barns continues, it could hav the following effects:,
Sales at the barn could put
warehousemen out of the dark fired
busineis ali many auction floors handle
only the dark fired leaf. ,
Associations could be threatened as

tobacco handlers if the practice continues, as it is through them that farmers benefit from the government
price support- program under which
growers have a guaranteed market at a
minimum price. Tobacco bought by the
government goes into a^. pool for
marketing at a proper time.
Officials said they did not believe that
buyers will continue to sell their
tobacco at the barn and bypass the
warehouse floors long enough to
'destroy th* associations. With the
demand f‘his year exceeding the supply,
the buyerl rushed to the barns in order
to be able ip fill their quotas.
The tobacco officials hope that with
the high prices paid (or the_tobacco this
year that more of the leaf will be grown
in 1977 increasing the crottproduction.
Members of the associations are
supposed to pay the co-ops a percentage
of their gross (one half of 1 per cent in

the east and 1 per cent in the west) even
if they sell at the barn. But there is no
system to ensure payrittrits if the
tobacco is sold at the barn.
Porter said that, although barn sales
in the eastern district have been "fairly
heavy" the last few years, they have
not caused a financial burden on the
association.
Ellis said that until this year barn
sales had been negligible in the western
district. Both managers said they had
never envisioned a barn-buying
situation such as the one that has occurred this year.
The western district also does a big
grain-handling business at Murray.
Porter's group used to handle grain but
handles only tobacco r1. Both
assOciations handle. dark air-cured
tobacco, but the btisiness, especially in
the,'West, is not considered large
compared to dark-fired. Neither

handles burley.
The 20.KentuckY countiesand about a
dozen in Tennessee that are covered by
the two associations produce most of
the dark-fired tobacco grown in the
nation.
Dark-fired tobacco is used.for snuff,
smoking tobacco and some heavy
cigars. About half the crop is exported:
Production of tobacco in 1976 for sale
this year was estimated by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture at 35.9
million pounds. Ellis, said he thought
'about 6 milliorr pounds of that would be
. produced in ,the western. area, which
covers the eight-county region known
as the Jackson Purchase. .1
Last year, the Murray-Mayfield
markets' sold 4,9 million pounds. The
Hopkinsville +and Tennessee_markets
sold about 17 million pounds, with the
Hopkinsvilie share estimated at 7 .
_

-41.••••••••••••••.•

•

million pounds.
Usually, the dark-fired sales season
has ended, or is nearing an end, by this
time. But delivery of the 10 to 20 per
cent of the crop headed for the auction
floors has been held uji by the cold
weather.
However, Ellis said he did not expect
the Murray-Mayfield markets to sell
more than a million pounds of the 1976
crop. According to Porter's estimates
of tobacco sold at the barn,lhe eastern
auction,total may drop below 5 million
pounds, with less than 2 million pounds
of that being sold at HoPkinsAille.
The associations date back to 1932,
when the 1931 crop was handled. But
two short-lived associations, Ewing
Association, which served both
districts, and the Shapiro Association,
which served the\ western area,
precedtd them:
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State Workers Try To Keep
-frarth As Offices Cooler

Central Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.

LIBRARY NOTES

Central Shopping Center
Open Nights Till 8
Sunday 12:30 10 5:30

from *writ Trevetkes

••
only one day, Clark pointed
New books at the Calloway zards of North Greenland.
out. - ANYONE CAN PAINT-I
Gov. Carroll announced the County Public Library include
PROMISE,by Robert Garden.
new operating schedule for the following:
WALKS FAR WOMAN, by McKay.
most state government ofUsing a series of step-byfice. Most offices will be open Colin Stuart. Dial.
She is a Blackfoot grand- step
photographs
acfrom 8 *a.M. until 6 p.m.,
Monday through Thursday, mother who in the summer of companied by detailed inwith one-half hour for luneh. 1946,at a lively ninety years of structions for every stroke of
Normal hours are 8 a.m. age,tells her adventures from the brush,the author takes the
Monday .1874 until 1885 (when the In- reader from the beginning to
through 4_10,
through Friday, with one hour dian way of life she had known the end of three complete
paintings.
for lunch. The new schedule changed forever).
ONE MAN AND HIS DOGS,
means employeS • will be
working 38-hour weeks instead by Ian Niel Morrow.
- The author has owned dogs
of 37,2-hour weeks.
all
of his life but the dog he
Exceptions to the four-day
week are offices which- could never replace was Suzy,
provide emergency assistance a Cairn terrier who took over 02-07-77
the family for 151
/
2 years. A
J.people affected by the. cold book for
all dog lovers.
ADULTS 132
weather.
THE NEW MUCKRAKERS, NURSERY 4
Offing of tlfe Uncut-ployment Insurance Division by Leonard Downie. Ne;
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
. Baby
Boy
of the Bureau of Social In- Republic Book Co.
Stevenson
These new Muckrakers are (mother Donna), Rt. 2,
surance, Kentucky State •
Police, Bureau of Corrections, the ambitious young men and 'Calvert City, Baby Girl
--Disaster women_ who now see jour- 'Gibson (mother Sharon), Rt.
- -.Emergency Services -and the nalism as.the ideal profession 2, Murray, Baby Boy Hill
Department of Energy remain in which to make their mark mother Carla), Rt. 1, Benton.
on their regular five-day as enterprising reporters.
DISMISSALS
THE MASTER OF OAKschedules; and employes in
Danny M. Rogers, 627
- --some of those .akencies...are WINDSOR, by Douglas Hall. Broad, Murray, Mrs. Charla
working overtime -to---srilve - -Crowell.
R. Feezor and Baby Boy, 213
Racing from the lush Dorset N. 13th., Murray, Mrs.
weather-related problems.
Besides a shift in hours"' countryside to the forbidden Maxene Vernon and Baby
designed to conserve fuel oil - delights of Paris, here is the Girl, 1502 Parklane, Murray,
state offices with alternative saga of' Kathy Dixon, an in- Mrs. Nanci A. Conaway, P.O.
fuel systems have been taken " dependent young woman Box 483, Murray, Mrs. Mable
off natural gas- thermostats whose fiery spirit takes her Yearry, Rt. 5, Murray, Miss
are lowered to 65 degrees or years ahead of her tune, and Nanette D, Wynn, 1505
lower from 8 a.m. until 4:30 David Harris, a darkly Tabard, Murray, Mrs. Mary
p.m. At
and on the three -magnetic man -caught up in A. Owens, Lone Oak Rd.,
days offices are not in use, the mystery'OF his past.
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Tina S. Hays,
TO THE OPERA BALL, by No. 14 Zimmerman Apts.,
thermostats are lowered to 50
Sarah Gainhath: Doubleday. Murray, William M. Allen, Rt.
degrees.
The annual Vienna Opera 1, Henry, Tn., Mrs. Jeanette
Temperature reductions
Ball is an evening of en- Suiter, 504 Richardson,
also have been made at the
state-owned Kentucky Fair chantment and glowing Murray, Mrs. Linda M.
opulence,' and when two Hargrove, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
and Exposition Center in
Louisville,' according to A. C. people fall in love amid its Roberta R. Litchford, 812
1-- •
Chapman, deputy director of splendors, it seems- that they Memorial Dr., Paris, Tn.,
too can share in its magic and Mrs. Mary G. Chapman, 502
the
center.
Carney
of
A QUILT helps keep state employe Sarah
defy the rigid social con- Memorial Dr., Paris, Tn.,
Ch
.clp hi. pa
Lawrenceburg warm as she goes about her work in the
-ventionsthat-keep-them-apart Kent -Wright, 902 Poplar,
.17116C0015tedil
ST
either
the
thi--back of tne
tivierit.41-ei--C-oit
rsonneI Depi-rWHITEOUT, by Duncan Murray, Miss Diane D. Ray,
public 'or work,
work ciews,.are.,
,chair is on hand in case Atha warmth' is nettled. State
Kylg. St. -Martin's Press.
403 Ash; Murray, Mrs. Ella J.
being
kept
at
40
while
workers have begun dressing more warmly since office
The tension of an Artily Moody, Rt. 8, Murray, Dennis
public spaces occupied by
temperatures have been lowered to 65 degrees during
work hews only are at 30 -polar-research -Center erupts Daniel, Geo. Del., Murralr,
mosi working hours. The reduction is part of the state's
degrees. The temperature ill into violence when 300 men Mrs. Katherine Vaughn, 309
during the cold
attempt to conserve heating fuel —
_
__center -offices and publicly-. located under an ice.cpfiricl N.. 7th., Murray, Mrs. Betty,
weithei.
themselves facing deadly Overby (expired), Murray
occupied spaces will not be
more than 65 degrees, peril as cold as the icy bliz- Convalescent Home, Murray.
--counting heat-from- all-sour- ces, such asThody heat.
fir
Chapman said.
Other steps being taken to
save heating fuel in state
p.
buildings ',lire-I-tide
It is our pleasure to announce
minimization .of outside air
20% Off All Gifts
intake for ventilation purthat Tammy Haley, bride-elect of
poses, according to Gerald
7i N10% Off All'Jewelry spce'u:o
'Tony Salyer has,,Wected her Pot--,* voie,, Robbins, another official in
p.- ---*
tery and Crystal from our com6---1
F or
the Bureau for Facilities
ilLe, 00
•c7
You
plete bridal registry.
Management. He said air
Frrciay 8
V C2 W to
00
intake systems are being
Tammy and Tony will be wed
Saturday
closed off when offices are
on February 25, 1977
Feb I 15
unoccupied so the cold air will
not have to be heated.
Robbins said such Measures
Free Gift
as drawing blinds and drapes
753-3111t
illiMFM
uuo truPc 121 Bypass wrapping
121 By-Pass
when sunlight is not available
753-4541
MCC=
are being encouraged in all
state offices.
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The
cold .weather which has
gripped the state for the last
month- has forced many
changps in state government,
including an- adjustment of
work hours and lowering of
thermostats.
.
As in the case of businesses,
industries, schools, churches
and residences, the steps are
being taken to' conserve
natural gas which is in
critically short supply.
Officials, of tbe ..ipitreau of
Facilities Management "are

estimating the state's conservation efforts in the areas
of work schedules and temperature control will mean a
fuel savings of about 15 per
cent.
That preliminary .estimate
is an average figure, according to Clark Beauchamp,
deputy commissioner of the
bureau. "After we monitor the
changes for awhile, we'll get a
better handle on the savings,"
Clark said today. State employes._haie. worked op. a
revised four-day work week

AfTfIZ-INVENTORY
WE MUST MAKE ROOM FOR
NEW ARRIVING SPRING FASHIONS
DRASTIC
REDUCTIONS

COORDINATE

(HOSPITAL ROTES)

SPORTSWEAR

47% to 76%
OFF!
ALL ONE PRICE

599
• PANTS
• VESTS
• SKIRTS
•BIG TOPS

D.A.
TECHNICOLOR

Si A PI

NIEAI

JONEC C01413/AY PLIEUETTE WYNN

No Sat. Matinee Due To Energy Crisis

Thru Wed.
Sun.-2:30,7:30
Mon.-Thirr.---7:30 Only
Sat.-7:25,9:05.11:40
X-rated artistry and eroticism
unlike anything you have ever
experienced before.

• SHIRTS

SHIRTS! SWEATERS!
All From Regular Stock!
•

REG. 15.99 to 22.99.—YOUR CHOICE

i t

DENJM
. JUMPSUITS!

1-3

99 L

The newest sensation in the most'
wonted fabric — DENIM.
REG. 37.99—SALE PRICE

Id

DENIM JEANS!
[v

-------) 4
6

All from regular stock. Many
styles to choose from.
REG. 19.99 SAVE 50%

999
gin

GAUCHO VEST SETS

—

LATEST FASHION TREND Calcuttos,i
Poly and Silk. Solids, patterns,
1
/99
some denims. REG. 17.99 to 31.99... I 11
/
4.0 & 1

5,9 E

1[1

LEAT-HER HANDBAGS-- Q
60% off on Genuine leather.
Many styles. Your favorite fashion
colors. REG. 22.99

899 1

60% OFF! All from our
regular handbag stock!
REG. 9.99—YOUR CHOICE

If your credit cards
turn on you,turn to us.
It's so easy to charge more than you

payuff_Your_balances_getfattetby the
month. Before you know it, interest
charges get heavy.
credit cards have turned on you.
Lending money Is our business
Our only business. So you can turn to
us for-a beat, clean credit cud oonsolidationloan.
.
•
You know going in how much you'll

Amount
Financed

Monthly
Payment

Montag
To Pay

Total Oi
Payments

JUNIOR DRESSES

APR•

op

92,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,612.16 17.80%
63,500 $ 90.41 60 $ '5,424.60 18.80%

1-4

$7,500 $169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
KY-2

1 and 2 pc. Dresses,
Jackets Dresses.
c99 _ 799 _
REG. 19,99 to 29.99 %,„,

999

.

$6,500 $12431 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%

•Annual Percentage Rate

3991

‘74-

pay every month. And how much you'll
Open Friday Nights Until 6:00
pay altogether. So.you can budget for it.
In
Bel-Air
Center
Murray
, Then you're controlling your finances,
instead of vice-versa.
Ross Wilder, Mgr.
Ph. 153-5513
And you've tamed the,ferocious
credit card.

1 CI-

g.

E

it

MISSES

DRESSES

N

1 and 2-Pc. Dresses,
Jacket Dresses.
799 _ 999
:
1
REG. to 65,00

P---PANTSUIT

1 99
I

J

CLEARANCE-

%

ENTIRE STOCK OF FAIL
AND WINTER STYLES

Mb*,got

The 1444e sto44,

OFF!

Up to Mal

t

Belie.
.0 ONO VW.**

599

REG. 17.99

c4Tprik:R
n wri
•
yaw- loan

X

•

VINY-1 HANDBAGS

PROOUCTIOM

oft•Pz

sc

599

REG. 24.99

CIA,P11211

"U MW

_599

1999.

ii

Ends Tonitet
, N
"Nickelodeon"(PG) '
Starts Tomorrow
IT'S LAUGHTER UNLEASHED!
WALT DISNEY

599

REG. 19.99

_iw,-;.bt

he Showcase

599

REG. 17.99

Valentines Day '

Z- ile *pedal Mtrasinn. CO.

•

REG. 17.99 to 24.99

•

We've Dug Out
for

t'T

tzE

JUMPSUIT SALE!

v

•0•10,,S0

A MAP FILM CO &Please

Polyesters, Colcuttas Knits,
1

Solids and Patterns.

399

REG. 23.99 to 39.99

ru we .

Thru Wed.
sun.-2:30.';736-

Oz)

Sun.-2.30.7:30
Mon.-Thurs.-7.30 Only
Fri & Sat.-7:20,920

Mon.-Thurs -7 300n'.
Fri.&Sat -7 15 9
_

THE NEWEST.
PINKEST
PANTHER OF All!

SUEDE COATS

[s-

rrs rat pion unrunoes
SUSPENSE RIDE OF TOUR Lift!

PETER SELLERS
°
KAKI i06110.

SAVE 50%—REG.79.99..
--Hooded and Unhooded Styles

3999

1

F

WINTER COATS
SAVE up to 50%

"THE
PINK PANTHER
STRIKES AGAiN"

V
[
I"

>SILVER
STRERI-1>
. .
. .•:—......,*
L ii

21
United artists -171G

Reg. 59.99 to 79.99

-awesCHARGE•BANKAMERICARD• MASTER CHARGE

-

Central Shopping Center,Murray, Ky.
Open Every Night till 9•Sunday I to V

EC1014,444,CiAttiAA)
• .-.

aufAtoum,Roaxt•i-kka4 Pots4k.P4s2ct

•

•
.111111111116.11.,

•••••••••••••.r
,
.•

999
2

17.
-

4P

'
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

'
-4.6"1:1116‘1,0,,'
440‘4•4?"'"

1.4 b'

4
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(
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FOR FRIDAY,FEBRUARY 11, 1177

What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say. read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

gri.4

ARIES
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 20t
Excellent planetary help for
gaining ground in several
areas. Take advantage of every
possible opportunity. Associates should be cooperative.

TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tika
'
Be prepared to withstand
opposition, unexpected
disturbances. You CAN settle
matters — in way that will win
the admiration of others.
• GEMINI
May 22 to June 211
Do whatever you can to
facilitate work projects. Don't
bank on achieving more than

To Haul- In _4prtl

•
Act swiftly if conditions are
right, but proceed slowly where
the going is tricky, and there are
obstacles which cannot be
overlooked.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23
suggestionS
Listen
to
carefully. Advice from even the
least likely sources could prove
profitable._ Tharea - plenty
working for you now.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 22) 0
1:1
Same admonitions now: Curb
emotions and- DO prevent
through
needless errors
miscalculation or hasty actions.
Do not be dismayed if you have
to revise some of your piens,

usual gains, and you may be
surprised with more than you
esP00CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Be concise, but not abrupt.
eager to further your own interests, but not unmindful of
others. Your attitude ,could SCORPIO
Nov. 22)
change the whole picture, one (Oct. 24 to
Good Mars influence should
way or the other.
make this & highly stimulating
day. But don't overtax yourself.
(July 24 to Aug. 23)

CPO

nt,*

120

44

Make some time for relaxation.
SAGITTARIUS
Nuv. 23 to Dec. 21?
Your mnate delltrity in Uhl
spots a big aid now. Some unforeseen situations iossible.
N'ou can solve proderns by
panning carefully, then taking
direct action.
CAPRICORN
:kc .22 to
_ Jan..201, V
As with Sagittarius, some
unexpected situations likely,
but don't let thein keep you
from following a well-charted
"'arse-Tune.1.952 can be made
up with a bit more efficiency.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Be alert to good offerings.
Your aptitude lends itself to this
tpe of day. Study, diversify
)our interests, broaden your
horizons.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar 20r

You are shaping future
results NOW, so be rightly
concerned about your course of
action-Concentretelin whet you
do hest.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great ambition,
unusual' versatility and an
extremely outgoing personality.
Owe you have developed your
talents and learned the value of
self-ctiscipline, you will brush
obstacles from your path in an
Outstanding climb to great
accvmplishment. You have a
brilliant wit, which makes You a
delightful conversationalist, but
be careful not to use it too
sharply. Other traits to curb:
hypersensitivity and exceseive
volubility. Fields in which you
could excel: literature, science,
invention, music, the graphic
arts. Birthdate of: Thomas Alva
Edison, noted inventor.

a.

James Yates LISCI McDaniels

We are pleased to
announce that Lisa
McDomels, bride-elect of James Votes
has. selected her
• POT1Ory
Chrfia •
Stainless and Crystal
from our complete
bridal registry
- Ltse end Jemes will
be married on March
12. 1977

The Shon,case
121 By Pass 7534547

glimuts
Spring Festival
of
Fashions!
IlisN)Iticr('tia (raturonl

.1

.
.
—
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Crawford of Murray Route Seven
anapunce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
oriTi. daughter, Lucretia, to GarYlliompson, son of Mr. and
Mrs.Iyan Thompson of Murray Route Three.
The bride-elect is presently a senior at Murray }Ugh School.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Fred Sinter and the late Mr.
Suiter of Murray, and the late Mr. and Mrs. John Crawford of
Srnithland.
The groom-elect attended Canty County High School and
is presently employed by the Sh maker Seed Company of
Murray. He is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Tillman
Parker of Blue Springs;and the late Mr. and Mrs. Euin Thompson of Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, April 8, at seven
p.m. at the Sinking Spring Baptist Church. A reception will
follow the ceremony in the church fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.

Beautifully
fashioned Spring
dress styles.
Flow gracefully into Spring in a fresh
new dress fashion from Bright's
superb collection. You'll simply love
the new styles and textures in one,
two and three-piece styles. Wanted
colors in junior, missy and halfsizes Moderately priced at only
24.00 to 72.00. Hurry in today and
make your selection at Bright's, your
fashion leader.

Great coats
with a
feeling for
Spring '77.
A Spring Festival of flattering lightweight coats for the new refreshing
season is awaiting your selection at
Bright's, your fashion leader.
Browse through the many styles in
single or double breasted and wrap.
Choose from the season's most wanted
colors and fabrics in junior and missy
sizes at 38.00 to 114.00

eAstsSoLittlecroSavecASEVle...

A Professional 8x10
Color Portrait only 88e

-4 4

• ChoosR from our selection of eight scenic
and col& backgrounds.

too much,
not underdone.
Not

• Select additional portraits and save up to
compared to 1975 prices.
• See our new large Decorator Portrait.
• Your complete satisfaction guaranteed or
your money cheerfully refunded.
No obligation to buy additional portraits
One sitting per subject—Si per subject for
additional subjects, groups, or individuals in
the same family. Persons under 18 must be
accompanied by parent or guardian. •

1

These stacked heel city sandals
are always right..with
dresses, pants,skirts or suits.
You'll feel great because
you'll look terrific, no matter
where you go. Footworks city
sandnis..they're right kr
the life you lead. Availible
in black patentat 23.00

Tues., Wed., Titers., Fri., Set.
Feb. 8,9, 10, 11, 12
*Deity: 10 AM - PM
'4
Set: 10 AM - 6 PM

•
South 12111 Street

•
i••••••.-.

aa./••••••••116.4••••••....
•

.•-

•

•
•

• ••••....
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Nurse Count Nears Million

•
WE spuv
, srtsiattoie •
he anny: I national health expenditures tor_ ibis system...ril.
e- very American. comes to more
iii.n 51 1, a billion., over a percent of the Cirois National Ploduct.
or an aserage of $547 for esers Amer.:an
.,

..

4B

asic Four' Can Nourish You

-

HARD WATER VS. SKIN '

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

I he figures that tell about this nation's health care system
continue to grow, sass the Health Insur.ance Institutc,
FBi eiarriple7 current data show it comprises some 380.000
actise and inactise doctors, 961.000 nurses, 7:1300 hospitals, 3
million beds in hospitals or other inpatient facilities .and 4 pi
million wurVers in_a satiety of health-related occupations..

Thursday, February 10
-

•

History Week, four Black
films will be shown at the MSU
Student Center auditorium at
six p. m.

no—sou know what nutritionists consider a -balanced diet
Its one accepted as the best to date for the average health
indisidual. says the Health Insurance Institute
It is known as 'the basic four--milk and dairs products.
meets. poullt.y. kill. eggs, legumes and nuts, vegetables and
fruits, breads and cereals.
Within this framework the aserage diet is often considered
acceptable if formulated as follows: about 45 percent carbo
hsdrates 15 percent fat and about 15 percent protein

Saturday, February 12
—Tractor pull will continue at
Livestock and Exposition
Center at seven p.m.
Third night of Campus
Lights will open at 8:15 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, MSU.

Welcome
Wago_n
Newcomers Club will meet at
Winter Olympics, sponsored
the First Christian Church at by *51.Land.
Murray Jaycees,
7:30 p. m. with the program by will
be from eight a.m. to
Mrs. Harlan Hodges.
three p.m. in the MSU
Fieldhouse.
Independence
United
Methodist Church Women will
Young Married Class of
meet at the church at seven p.
Poplar
Spring Baptist Church
m.
will have a potluck supper at
Murray Chapter No. 92 the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Royal Arch Masons and Connie Morgan at 6:30 p. m.
• Murray Chapter No. 50 Royal
Saturday, February 12
and Select Misters will meet •
Women of the Oaks Country
For The Ones You Core For!
at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.
Club will have an important
m.
*Stuffed Animals.-- for Valentines Day
call meeting to discuss
•Stone, Age Racks; With sorks
Grove 126 Woodmen of the' summer activities at ten a.m.
World will meet at the Murray at the club.
*Games ;for all ogres 1
-Worliaa4-G1ab-House-at
Valentine Banquet of
Gamma Gamma Chapter. of
Beta Sigma Phi will be held at
Semi-Annual Tractor Pull
KenBar Inn at seven p.m.
by Alpha Gamma Rho will
Remember begin at seven p. m. in the
Captain Wendell Oury
West Kentucky Livestock and
-I We Gift Wrap
Exposition Center, College Chapter of the DAR will have
its Good Citizens luncheon at
Due
Farm Road.
Iard
the Murray Woman's Club
Shopping
Center
Campus Lights will open at House at twelve noon.
8:15 p. m. at Lovett
In observance of Black
Auditorium, MSU.
History Week at MSU a free
chili supper will be served
'Town
and
Country from two to six p.m. at the
Homemakers Club will meet UCM building. Play, "Black,"
with Jackie Conley at 7:30 will be by Plymouth Inner City
p.m.
Players at 7:30 p.m. in Student
Center auditorium, followed
Thursday, February 10
by a dance at the UCM
Murray
Baseball building.
Association will meet at
A Blazing Diamond
Jeffrey Gym, Calloway
.Solitiare Set In A
County High School, at seven
Timeless Square
411P•til•
- •
'
Mounting. Compare
Friday, February 11
The Blood River Baptist
Shopping —day for senior
Anywhere At $200.00
citizens will be held with Asweiation WMU will, meet
persons to call 753-9725 by 9:15 Monday,'February 14, at ten
a.m. for morning shopping a. m. at the Hazel Baptist
and by _11:30 an. for af- Church with the guest speaker
to be the Rev. Marshall Mines
ternoon shopping.
of Mayfield.
Rev. Mines will speak about
Magic Silver Show of his visit to see his son who is a
photography exhibition of 171 missionary in Argentin
a,
photographs will open at Clara according to Mrs. M. W.
M.Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle Fulkerson of
Elm Grove
Fine Arts Building, and Church, director for the
continue through March 9.
'Associational WMU.
The Rev. James Garland,
Shower for Mr. and Mrs. host pastor, will give the
Larry L. Wilson and.2bt year devotion, and Mrs. Dwain
Bell
old daughter, Terra Jo, will be of Cherry Corner
Church will
at Hazel CommunitY Center have the prayer
calendar.
from three to six p. m. They
Each one is asked to bring a
lost their home and contents sack lunch.
by fire.

Dyer And Williams Vows Read In
Ceremony At Church Ai Memphis
Miss
Martha
Dyer, grant.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Bride's Dress
Dyer, Sturgis, became the
lovely young bride wore
bride of Johnny W. Williams, a white wool dress and earried
son of Mr. and Mrs. Beck a bouquet of white daisies.'"
Wilson, Cadiz, in a winter
Mr. Williams chose his

SAYE 50%

Wood River WM/
-To Meet ifondav

•Only At Michelson's
While Limited Supply Lasts
*Yellow Gohl Only

Illustration
Enlarged
To Show4
Detail
MICHELSON S
Use You

Bank

Pork
Free
Always

•••17.111s.a.

1Cff
Bel-Ai. Center
Nitroar

Card

Clip & Bring

Valentine
Sale
Bring This Ad
To Marcile's & Get

20%

Discount

On Spring Merchandise
Good through Feb. 14th Only

Marcile's Fashions

1

816 Coldwater Rd.

Lunch for senior citizens
will be served at the North
Second Street Center at twelve
noon with game day to follow.

DAR Chapter Will
Honor Students
At Luncheon

The Captain Wendell Oury
North Murray Homemakers
Chapter
of the Daughters of
Club will meet at the heme of
Mrs. Esco Gunter at 1:30 p.m. the American Revolution will
hold its annual Good Citizens
Day luncheon at the Murray
Sweetheart Banquet will be Woman's Club House at
held at the Fellowship Hall of twelve noon.
Mrs. John J. Livesay,
the First Baptist Church at
seven p. m.
regent, has announced that
special honored guests will be
Skits and plays in ob- Renee Tobey, daughter of Mr.
servance of Black History and Mrs. Fred Tobey, senior
Week at MSU will be at United at Calloway County High
Campus Ministry building at School, and Jan Outland,
7:30 p. m.
daughter of Mr. and Mr&
Charles Outland, senior at
Second night of Alpha Murray High School, who
Gamma Rho Tractor pull will have been named as Good
be at Livestock and Ex- Citizens from each of the local
position Center at seven p. m. high schools.
Special music will be
Second night of Campus presented by Denise Reynolds
Lights will be at Lovett and Cynthia Chittenden,
Auditorium, MSU, at 8:15 p. music students at Murray
m.
State University.
Exhibitions of photography
by Kathryn Dugger, Owensboro, ceramics by Kathleen
D! Gallagher, Radcliff,- and
ceramics by Diane M.
Friedrich, Louiiville, will
open at Clara M. Eagle
Gallery,. Price 'Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU and continue through February 23.

PADUCØI NTIENT
Mrs. Brfman Thelma,(
Parker of Murray underwent
knee surgery at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. She is a
patient in Room 505 of the
hospital there.

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-10B E. 12th St., Benton

Now Has A LocalNumber
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

The Number To Call

7534434

The groom received his B. S.
degree in 1975 from Murray
State University, and is a
manufacturer representative
associated with Robert E.
Todd and Associates of
Memphis.
The couple resides at 1405
Siunrnerbrook Lane, Apartment 4, Memphis, Tenn.

packaged water softeners.

February Special!
YOUR EARS PIERCED FREE
With Purchase Of
Piercing Studs On Sale Now
Only $799

Gifts

Toys For
Everyone

hiemphia, maw

NEW YORK API — Accord- ing to the Eiritih Medical Journal, hard: water may cause
hands to become dry and sore.
It is the mineral content of the
• water, particularly'calcium
hardness conipounds,--that -arts
us irritant. Because more soap
must be used with hard water
to obtain a lather, this can be a
further source of irritation.
To _ counteraet these effects,
the Journal recommends installing a domestic water softening system wkich removes
the troubloome" calcium. A
similar empiovement can be
achieved by the use of some

Offer
Good Any
Day But

MICHELSON'S
itlf elf 1.

Park
Free
Always

Thursday

alp4%cf.awbafDattie4440

Oh
Loved

Ur. arid Ilrs. Johnny W. Williams
ceremony.
brother, James F. (Tripp)
Dr. Stan Tanksley officiated Williams for his best man. His
at the ceremony held at the wife, Lana Williams, attended
Whitten Baptist Church, the bride as matron of honor.
Memphis, Tenn., in the
Immediately after the
presence of the immediate ceremony the couple was
families.
honored with dinner at the
The church was decorated elegant
Fred
Gangs
in the traditional Christmas restaurant.
—with -red -poinsettias--— WS:Williams received her
and greenery.
masters degree in 1975 from
A program of nuptial music Murray State University and
was presented by Mrs. Cross is presently teaching at the
Spann, grandmother of the Graham Heights Academy in

You'll Love The Wide Selection of

Gifts

at the

Bamboo Gardens
4

Choose A Gift From The Tropic Made Of
Bamboo Or A Tropical House Plant
Phone 753-0317

For Delivery

kAAP4'tffiZiE..42.41•961)eaVotk4

Sherwin-Williams
reat valuessale.
Save $2to$3sq.yd.
Style Perfect
Carpeting

Our Home Decorating Plan Account lets
you buy with easy monthly payments.

Wildflower:

Complete your decorating now with a Home Decorating
Plan Account. Buy everything you need for decorating: paint.
wallcovenng, floorcoverings.
Cash
No. of
Price' Payments

S180

Amounts
Per Month

Cut and loop shag, one of
the newest looks in carpeting.
Lustrous nylon yarns retain
shape and texture. 11 vivid
multi-colors.

Annual
Total
Percentage Rate Payments

12

11 mos. o $17
18%
$198.04
per month;
final payment,
11.64.
$270
18
17 mow 4S18
18°,
"
$31010
per month;
final payment,
• 4.10.
$360
24
23 mow ii S18
18%
$431.36
per month.
Fula] payment.,
17.36.
saao
36
35 mos.vi $2-0
8702.S
per month.
final payment,
2.81.
Itlinimurn amount financed to qualify for V/. 18, 24 or 36
monthly payment plans. Down payment of up to 25% of
purchase price may be required for specially ordered goods.
Thrms subject to approved credit application.

6'
749
849

With jute backing.

Reg.8.49 acl. YdWith Super Foam backing.
Reg. 9 49 sq. yd
With Future Step' backing.

Reg 10 49 sq. yd.

Quota:
Deep Saxony plush cut pile
in 13 lovely solid colors, 13
subtle tweeds. 100% nylon for
beauty and long wear.

799

Reg. 9.99 sq yd.

Rainbow Mist:
100% nylon sculptured shag.
Beautiful and long-wearing.
Available in 22 colors.

Reg. 13.99 sq. yd

Prices do not include padding or installation.

Save 30%
All Sherwin-Williams
Style Perfect
Walkoverings

Save $2

Style Perfect Latex Wall Paint
Durable.washable, colorfast. 093

Easy to apply, dries quickly.
Cleans up with soap and water.

10.93 gal

Style Perfect "Latex Satin Enamel
Stain-resistant, scrubbable, colorfast.
Easy to apply, dries quickly.
Cleans up with soap and water. 993
Reg.
Accent colors priced higher
11.93 gal.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
TheriecoaUngs are the result of reterune teacart h and testing tn
the Slienetn Witham. r'
,
Innen!, We ;guarantee your atistaction in
the use of these preiu-ta of wan purchase price soll be refunded

Save 20%
Woven Wood Shades
Add beauty to your windows at 20%
savings. Choose walnut, pecan or
birchbark wood slats in combination !with a rainbow of sofryarn colors.

Sale ends February 21

Free decorating service.
Use BankAmericard, Master Charge,
your Sherwin-Williams charge.
Or,our Home Decorating Rail Account.
1700 stores,including one near you.

Murray
Southside Manor Ctr.
753-3321

Wide selection to choose from. Over
1000 patterns. Flocks, foils, vinyls.
pre-pasted. strippable.
(packaged in double rolls)
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GUEST EDITORIAL

Thursday Afternoon, February 10, 1977

The Editor's
Notebook
By GENE McCUTCHEON

By M.C. Garrott
pizzas.
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
When the Pagliai family from Des
First, he worked for 26 months with
Moines, Ia., opened their pizzeria on
Household Finance Corporation at
Kansas City being trained as an office
Main Street just down from Peoples
.The deadline for entering this
expensively by private firms.
Bank, a lot of people, including me,
manager. Then he went to Cape
newspaper's energy conservation essay
• Maintenance, cafeteria services,
thought some one had lost his mind.
Girardeau, Mo.,to handle car and truck
contest, open to CCHS and MHS
security and data processing are
"That's no place for a pizza place!" we
accounts for Chrysler -Credit Corstudents in grades 9-12', is Monday,Feb.
among the several occupational areas
mused. "Nobody comes downtown at
poration. He had some accounts in
14.
in which government competes with the
night."
Murray,and came here often.
The prize for first place essay is $15,
commercial
sector.
"I really enjoyed the town and the
• Old Man Pagliai knew what he was
second place $10 and third place $5. The
But a 20-year effort to have many
doing. A former Iowa coal miner, he
people," he said the other evening as .topic for the contest is "How Confunctions performed under contract has
holds to the philosophy that people will
the Nate swarmed with fans honoring
sumers Can Save Energy in the Home."
been effectively stymied by governthe Murray State basketball team, one
go almost anywhere for a good meal.
Sharpen your pencils, students. Let's
ment employe unions and powerful
rent
and
of his special promotions. "I often
He also has found that you can
tell everyone how to save energy.
congressional chairmen. Contract
operate from remodeled quarters in a
thought about settling here, and maybe
'
negotiation is limited by "prevailing
do'wntovni area a lot cheaperthan you
opening a Pagliai's here., When the one
' 0+0
wage" requirements, which often wipe
can with new facilities in a-developing,
beeameavaitable we grabbed it."
The "Pet Rock" craze is apparently
out the potential economies.
on the way out according to reports
"prime"
. 7
Now, however, cost-cutters in the
The, "we" Chuck refers to is the
Although the Pagliai family nolonger
Irotn the West Coast.
Office of Maria-gethent and Budget,
But the man behind the runaway gift
owns the place on Main Street, it has • partnership' he has with his dad, Bob
have insisted that the fringe benefits
of Christmas Past has earned enough to
Wynn, the grey-haired fellow you see in
borne out the old man's philosophy.
enjoyed by federal workers be included
make a dream come true: he has
there making and baking those pizzas.
Charles (Chuck) Wynn has it now, and
in making cost comparisons.
opened his own saloon.
He really runs the place.
you need only to go in the place any
The result is an approximate hike of
The Pet Rocks, which originally sold
Chuck spends most of his time
night to see how right the old man was.
18 per cent in the comparative cost of
for $4 each and were packed in a carpromoting the business and looking for
University students flock there in
government labor. Private contractors
new ground. Last June, they opened
dboard box containing a tongue-incouples and in groups. The upstairs
suddenly discovered they could comtheir second place in Murfreesboro, cheek instruction pamphlet for the
dining room literally jumps with high
pete on an equal footing.
Tenn., where, I suppose, on occasions "care and feeding" of the rocks, are
school youngsters after ball games,and
A new effort on the part of
they also must honor the Blue Raiders ,now selling at half price, and not too
a steady stream of mothers and daddies
bureaucrats to change the rules may
of Middle Tennessee State uniVErsity,
briskly at that, reports a saleswoman at
flows in to pick up pizzas for supper.All
lead to a confrontation with President
San Francisco's Emporium.
one of Murray's biggest rivals.
the while, Chuck's delivery man is
Carter, who has declared his own zeal
The rocks, which sold by the
He also is keeping the pavement hot
racing around town delivering hot ones
Mustradoa By John Faulkner
for cutting costs.
between here and Martin, Tenn., thousands during the Christmas season
In "The Rotarian"Magazine
to the dorms, city hall, the fire stations
.1! h.t.means.ii...the taxpaying
of 1975, grossecto'ver$2 tiiillidriTor Gary
checking the possibilities of opening
and to homes.
will benefit.
Dahl,
another
the
one
down
me,
night,
there.
tells
week
Chuck
On a
originator of the idea. That
0+0
skills as to -face serious
means, using simple arithmetic, that
"Pagliai's is not really_ a chain," he
they'll cook up between 300 and 400
An Atlanta secretary has added $2.50
500,000
explained.
people
weekend
night"There
On
pizzas.
the
are
are
23
of
now
them
the proud
academic difficulty."
a day to her income.
s—Fridays, Saturdays and Sun- throughout the midwest right now, but owners of a Pet Rock.
If "highly selected" students
Her attorney-boss orders a ham and
Why didn't we think of that?
all are independently owned. There is
days—this will exceed 700.
cheese sandwich every day. She makes
are showing up with language
no central Pagliai warehouse, from
the sandwich at home and brings a
'
0+0
problems, think what must be
+++
which we get supplies and ingredients
The federal government, because of container of milk along,too.
Chuck, who grew up in Sioux Falls,S.
hupening to the average and,
lilse others of the ,quick food chains
This-has been going on for a yearand
the self-serving bureaucratic assumD., itifs no stranger to the Pagliai ways
have. We buy everything we use from
below-average Students. It is a
the
only comment her employer has
ption
that
bigger
is
better,
spends
about
when he came to Murray in December
different independent suppliers all over
problem that must be dealt
made is, "The food at the coffee Shop
$10 billion a year for services that could
of 1972. John Pagliaj, one of tharsoik,
Just as long as we get top quality
with, not only by colleges and
be provided more efficiently and less has sure improved."
had opened the place and was runrite: ingredients and service."
universities, but by school
it, "but I knew John wasn't going to
In addition to Chuck and his dad.
:
stay in Murray,"he laughed.
boards, parents, and educators
there are 11 full-time employees at the
• While a student at the University of
in the elementary and - seco6Murray place. Also on the payroll are 26
Iowa, Chuck had worked in a Pagliai
part-time workers, with exception of
dary schools.
parlor to help pay his way through
one all of whom are university students.
Are we paying more attention
school. He even managed it for a while.
+++ to sports and other extraTransferring to Northeast Missouri
Will Rogers once said that he had
State University at Kirksville, where he
curricular activities than we
never met a man he didn't like. I'm
Dear Editor:
each ward. This would give better
eventually met his wife, the former
are to the basics of reading,
kind of like that with pizzas. There must
In 1973, former Mayor Holmes Ellis
representation to the different areas of
Renee Ayers of Baldwin, Mo., near St.
been
have
an
in
Italian
my
woodpile
writing and arithmetic? Do
appointed a committee to study the
the city.
Louis, he also worked in and managed
somewhere. Although the family and I
question of City Council ReapAmerica's school children get
3. The City Council did approve the
the one there.
occasionally head for Chuck's to split a
portionment. Marshall P. Jones headed
in more television watching
four-ward plan in November, 1973.
After leaving college, Chuck tried a
pizza, we haven't even scratched the
this group, and gave his report to
Murray has grown since November,
time than they do school and
couple of other fields before finally
surface in trying all the different
council
on November 8, 1973. The main
1973, and the argument for four-wards
home-study 'time? I-s an -.finding himself amid l the doughs, combinations.
points of the presentation .are given
is even more urgent. On behalf of the
tomatoes, cheese, meats and all the
An impossible task. Chuck laughed.
apathetic public contributing to
below:
voters who petitioned City Council to
other delicious ingredients that go into
hundreds
There
them.
are
of
undisciplined education, thus
1. The
present
two•ard - implement the four-ward plan. I add
arrangement is not fair; based on the
cort!ributing to decay, decline,
my support.
one
person, one vote principle.
anarchy and abandonment of
2.. The city should be divided into four
James B. Ramsey
truth, as Dr. Bell'says? Are
409 So. 12th St
wards, with three councilmen from
classrooms increasing in size so
FROM THE

Letter To The Editor

Supports Reapportionment

"Low Down,'
Congressional
Record

that teachers cannot effectively
teach the average student, or
the below-average?
The secret of success in life is
discipline, a much-misused
word which really means
commitment to high standards
and ideals and enrichment of
our own lives as well as those
with whom we associate.
High standards, academic
rigor, sacrifice in the name of
excellence. These are the
ingredients that will make
today's students happy, mature
and successful adults .of
tomorrow.

Today In History

.111114
:711MTIMI

By JOE CRUMP
By The Associated Press
Ten years ago: Senator Robert
Today is Thursday, Feb. 17, the 48th
Kennedy expressed "serious reserday of 1977. There are 317 days left in
vations" about the military efthe year.
fectiveness of the bombing of North
Today's highlight in history:
Vietnam.
On this date in 1964, the Supreme
Five years ago: President Richard
Court ruled that Congressional districts
Nixon left Washington on a trip to
in each state must be roughly equal in
China.
population. ,
On year ago: President Gerald Ford
On this date:
announced a sweeping reorganization.
In 1621, Miles Standish was made
and reform of the nation's intelligence
military captain of the Pilgrim colony
agencies.
at Plymouth, Mass.
Today's birthdays: Singer Marian
In 1861, the House of Representatives
Anderson is 75. Mrs. Clifton Daniel, the
broke an electoral tie between Thomas
former Margaret Truman,is 53.
Jefferson and Aaron Burr and elected
Thought for today: Idealism is the
Jefferson president.
noble toga that political gentlemen
, In 1813, Prussia declared war against $ drape over their will to power.
British-novelist Aldous Huxley

(A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the • Congressional Record Daily)
CONGRESSMEN'S PAY
RAISE DUE FEB. 16
REP. CHARLES W. WHALEN, Jr.
(OHIO)"...As of January 17, the date of
transmittal, the clock started running
on the pay raise proposal (H. R. 1151
Unless either House of Congress votes
toreiect the increase within 30 calendar
days after the transmittal, the
recommendation will automatically
become law (February 16). By the time
this statement appears in print in the
Congressional Record, 10 per cent of
the time will already have elapsed:
"There should be no misunderstanding — all that is required for
the pay raise recommendation to go
Into effect is that we do nothing, that
neither House of Congress takes any
adverse action. And it appears as if this
is precise4 what will happen...
"Yes, I am a support of the propooed
increase in salary for Congressmen,
judges,
and
high-level
administrators...However, I would like to
have a vote on the pay raise. I believe
we have an obligation to the American
public to put ourselves on record on this
matter...
"It strikes me as rather unseemly to
have -to vote, year -after year, on a
matter that is to my direct, personal.
and immediate benefit or detrirnent...This is not an unsolvable problem.
We must enact the Congressional Pay
Raise Deferral Act...
"The -Congressional Pay Raise
Deferral Act would postpone any increase in congressional salaries until
the start of the Congress following the
one in which the increase'is proposed
and approved. With this simple change
in the statues we would no longer be
acting to our own immediate advantage, but would instead be deciding
the salaries of those who are elected to
serve in the next Congress.
"In this way, we can remove ourselves frcim the awkward conflict-ofinterest situation in which we are now

—The Part(Tn.)Post-Intelligencer

The Murray City Council in its
The Ezell School of Beauty Culture
meeting last night authorized the has been approved for "on the job
purchase of a new police cruiser and training" of veterans, according to a
the chassis for a new fire engine.
letter
from
the
Veterans
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lettie Administration to the owner of the
Edwards Hicks,age 59.
school,Fostelle
SinatOr Owen Billington spoke on
Mrs. S. J. Routon of Paris, Tenn., is
"State Legislation" at the meeting of pictured as she is presented with the
the Hazel Woman's Club.
keys to her new Studebaker Station
Mrs. John (Judy) Hitia has been Wagon by Grayson McClure and
elected as Valentine queen of the Purdoin Parks, local Studebaker
Gamma Gamma Chapter of the Beta dealers. She was given the car as a
Sigma Phi sorority.
prize when she was featured on the
Sp4 Donald H. Tefft will arrive home national television program, This Is
February 18 after serving for thirteen Your Life," last month.
months in Korea.
Births reported include a boy,
Mrs. Dan Hutson spoke on "Love and Thomas Davis, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Marriage" at the Sweetheart dinner ,David Montgomery on January 27.
held by the Kappa Department of the
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis R. Paschall anMurray Woman's Club. Mrs. Kenneth
nounce the engagement and 'apAdams is chairman of the department.
proaching marriage of their daughter,
Jeanette, to Harry Furches, son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. R. Furches.

Bible Thought

In high school basketball New Concord beat Murray Training, Lone Oak
beat Murray, Fulgham beat Kirksey,
and Almo beat Hazel. High scorers
include Willoughby with 21 and
Buchanan with 20 for New Concord,
Rogers with 23 for Murray Training,
Hill with 30 and Buchanan with 21 for
Murray High, Darnell with 20 for
Kirksey,and Peeler with 25 for Almo.

trapped and also would be giving our
constituents a fair and timely opportunity to pass judgement on the
wisdom or folly of whatever we decide
regarding
increases for
pay
congressmen...
"I think prompt action on the
Congressional Pay Raise Deferral-Act
would be in the best interests of
Congress and the nation ... In the
meantime, the bill remains open to new
cosponsors. Any Member wishing to be
listed as a cosponsor should contactme
or my office."

The Murray Ledger & Times
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
It will be interesting to observe the names of the congressmen who will
cosponsor the CONGRESSIONAL PAY _
RAISE DEFERRAL ACT.

,;111e Murray ledger & Times is published
est.!, afternoon ex( ept Sundays. July 4. Christ
mas hay. New Year's Das and Thanksgiying by
tilurrity Newspapers In' 103 N 4th St Murray
Ks ,a1=1
•
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42011
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H.
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K1•11; 41 , 1•1••••-•
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Let's Stay Well

Crib Death
By EJ L Blasingame, M D
Q: Mrs J.D 's niece lost her
three-month-old baby boy due to
crib death The fainilax is upset
and saddened by the loss of an
apparently healthy baby, and
the' mother is depremed and
blames herself for the tragic outcome. Mrs J D wants to know
the cause cnb death.
A: Crib death, also known as
sudden infant death nmcirome
(SIDS), often strikes babies who
appear normal, resulting in
about 10,000 deaths annually in
the United sates It a more
common among premature or
small-weight infants Respusitory infections often are associated
with this.

The cause is unknown, hut the
best explanation is that the infants "forge( to breathe, a cir.
curretance that otcurs during
otherwise normal sleep An inhented tendency that resifts in
failing to breathe normally may
be involved.
Such deaths are tthoclung to
the family. -especialls to the
mother. because of their unexpectedness, The mother should
not blame herself:since no sin.s
Or syrnplorr are helpful in telling which babies mas die it
SIDS
Eating Raw Reef

•
..•1.110011•11.11...111.
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A Pizza Place Downtown?
We Thought They Were Loco-

10 Years Ago 20 Years Ago

Then entered Satan into Judas surnamed Iscariot, being of the number
of the twelve. Luke-226.
Christians need never fear an invasion by Satan, for God's Word
promises: "Greater is he who is in
you than he who is in the world."
II John 44). The Holy Spirit is
ways more than a match for Satan!

OPINION PAGE

Garrotes Galley

Discipline: Key To
The Successful Life
Discipline and moral values
are the keys to responsible
citizenship, and former U. S.
Commissioner of Education T.
H. Bell fears that responsible
citizenship is*"withering in our
land." Writing in the December
issue of Rotarian Magazine,
Bell suggests that the primary
hope for a more disciplined
society lies in a more
disciplined system of education
in our public schools and
universities.
Bell is— not talking about
punishment or restraint when
he refers to discipline.- "I mean
commitment. I mean _high
standards and academic rigor.
I mean sacrifice in the name of
excellence," he says, expressing fear that we are
drifting away from this kind of
discipline in our schools,
colleges and universities across
the land.
"We must make new commitments to it (discipline) in
education and in our life as
citizens. Discipline makes us
productive, affluent, strong,
enlightened, and free. Take
away discipline and we have
decay, decline, anarchy and
abandonment of truth.
"Disciplined education does
not need to be a mindless;
authoritarian system that
drives more than it leads,
punishes more than it persuades .... we can have a nononsense program that calls for
mastery
reading,
of
mathematics, spelling and
other basics."
In all the lengthy four-page
article Dr. Bell wrote, that was
probably the most important
thing he said. Too many
students, far tocr many we are
told, are getting from one grade
level to another without
mastering the basic necessities
of learning to read and write.
Many enter adult life without
the ability to communicate.
B. E. Frye, Dean for the
College of Literature, Science
and the Arts at the University
of Michigan, touched on this
recently when he said that "one
of the basic functions of our
educational system should be to
teach communication skills.
Yet, if universal testimony by
parents, educators and empolyers alike is any indication,
we are failing seridusly in this
responsibility at all levels —
from the elementary school
through college. Even the
highly selected and gifted high
school graduates who enroll at
Michigan too seldom come to us
with proficiency in language
skills, particularly writing, and
many are so deficient in these
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should he bought frtwn a reliallio
sourre and preferably slit at,t
packaged in your presets- Iponsit)le, grind the meat at hairri•
A: Under rire conditions raw
hilt he sure that your hands
beef may be contaminSted with utensils are clean
beef tapeworm.'Taerua saginat a
The meat should he ea,
i-which can _lodge in the human shortly after preparation to 71,
intestine. Coolong removes this vent bacterial ...growth it 0a,•
danger. If the meat has-been in-, meat is not
tisorl pri on
spected and stazuped_u_
,
-r frw,rated
probably free of such parasites
Remember that ra'a roe,'
l are present. cooking kills usually containx Mug.,'rat ( a stK
fher
thr
ing„ espectally4o the
Handling may contaminate stage removes much of the fat beef with bacteria that can and reduces the niuntier cat•a
nes
cause vomiting and diarrhea
Meat that is to iecorssurned raw
tp•Vilit err •••••1 •isan•
Q: Ms P O'B asks what harm
IT any. can come, from eating
raw beef,
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Semester Honor Law
Roll At East
Is Released
use

Special Education
Royce
- -Harris, Lisa Webb, Jimmy
Estep, Karla Allbritten, and
Tim Philpott.

JOIN

Student Pushing For Legalization Of Marijuana

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Decriminalization
of
marijuana grown for personal
is "nowhere near the
answer," says a Lexington
law student who wants the
weed grown as a Kentucky
cash crop.
As a means to that end,
Gatewood Galbreath has
formed two corporations to
push for total legalization of
marijuana.
• Galbreath and one Of his
partners, John Willard, said
Wednesday thew intend to
announce details within a few
weeks of a plan for marijuana
cultivation under a form of
"State monopoly."
Earlier this week, Dr.
Robert L. DuPont, director of
the National Institute on Drug
Abuse, suggested
that
growing marijuana for personal use Shouldn't be labeled
a crime. He noted that private use of
marijuana
has
been
decriminalized in some states
and added that 'personal.
cultivation can be considered
the functional equivalent of
private use."
Galbreath and -his friends
think both use and cultivation
of marijuana should not only

The honor roll for first
semester at East Callaiay
-SChiio1. has been
released
the principal, Bob
Jullvws:
Sixth grade -- Nancy Miller,
Tina Housden, Lisa Maddox,
Hope
Morgan.
Janna
Williams, Derma Waldrup,
Skip Weber, Debbie Walker,
Karen Roach, Rich Wagoner,
and Vincent Alton.
Seventh grade — Paul
Futrell, Rands Dawson,
Christi Hale, Ellen King,
Terry Miffiker, ti-ev7aYnelliti, Joey Zinkovich, Ladona
Overbey, and Jay Young.
Eighth grade — Patti Ross,
Kim Weatherford, Debbie
Stubblefield, Tammy Davis,
Kathy Bynum, Roger Colson,
Debbie. Ferguson, Candy.
Maddox, Mike Jackson, Tona
Lovett, Lone Hale, Cindy
JOhnson. Debbie Hooks, Aleah
Lamb, Kelly King, and Kim
.Marrs:

OUR
CAUSE

TO SAVE HEATING
COSTS and ENERGY.

The "WIL-SAV" Indoor vent
turns yew GAS* or ELEC.
TRK CLOTHES DRYER into
a HEATER and
HUMIDIFIER and SAVES
HEATING COST TWO
WAYS:
1.Recycles the 20,000 to
30,000 BTU's per hour
ror lowororo:
created by your Dryer's
UAL LEINE VIITTI
hewer.
2.Prevents exhausting to the outside, the warm air
from inside your hoese. Most dryers will exhaust
10,800 Cu. Ft. per bow of air from the suction Defier+ it creates. The average six room house hos
15,000 Cu. Ft.
BONUS: You get moist, filtered air to help humidify
winter dry air.
•Net For Ges Dryers lecotod Is Beth or Wm.
IF MIME "WII-SAV" A UTTLI AMERICA SAVES A-LOT

be decriminalized, but should
be made as legal as sipping
alcohol or puffing on
cigarettes..
Galbreath said some public
health and police officials
hence said marijuana'isn't
harmful and isn't "criminal
under any health, safety or
welfare standards."
He contends there is a $5
billion annual market for the
weed and most of that is paid
smuggling
finance
to

Mayfield Seeks
Park Director
The newly formed MayfieldGraves County Park Board is
seeking applicants for a fulltime park director according
to Mayfield Mayor John Boyd,
chairman of the board.
Boyd said the applicants
would hold a degree in park
and
recreation
administration, and a minimum
of one-year actual experience
Is' preferred. Applications,
which may be Obtained from
the city clerk in Mayfield City
Hall,should be turned in to the
clerk no later than March 1,
1977, Boyd said.
Other members of the board
are Graves acuity Judge Dick
Castleman, vice-chairman,
Charles Creed, secretarytreasurer, city school supt.
Don Sparks, county school
supt. James Deweese, county
commissioner Leon Dick, and
minority member Ezel Hays.

operations• from
South made illegal," he said.
America and Mexico.
"The only thing our present
"Our farmers could do a laws do is arrest our citizens
better job growing it here," he for a harmless act and
said, noting that Kentlickr preclude our farmers from
once was a prime producer of claiming their fair share of an
temp, the 'same -plant as already eiiitIng market,"
marijuana,for rope.
Galbreath said.
"That was before it was "The market is there; we're

TO THE PEOPLE OF Homemakers of America
MURRAY AND CALLOWAY received -the first charter in
COUNTY
the national organization and
now has a voluntary memWHEREAS, the Futnre bership of awn:A/nate/4
Homemakers of America, the 15,728 young men and women
national organization for in about 243 chapttrs located
home economics students in in 13 regions:
junior and senior high schools
NOW THEREFORE, we
of the nation, is celebrating its Murray High and Calloway
32nd anniversary this year; County do hereby proclaim
and
the
week
beginning
WHEREAS, the future of February 12 as FUTURE
our community, state, and HOMEMAKERS OF
nation depends to a large AMERICA WEEK in Murray
extent upon the strength of our and Calloway County, and
homes `and the Future urge all citizens to acquaint
Homemakers of America is an _themselves with the activitiesorganization concerned with of the Future Homemakers of
building strong :foundations America organization,to show
for* futtire homes and interest in it, and to give help
developing leaders for our and encouragement to the
communities; and
members -Vifir) are working
WHEREAS, The week of hard to achieve knowledge
February 13 through 19 has that will make outstanding
been
designated
as homemakers and leaders in
NATIONAL FUTURE our community.
HOMEMAKERS OF
Done at mayor's office this
AMERICA WEEK to be ob- 8th day of February in the
served by its members; and year of our Lord, 1977.
WHEREAS, the Kentucky
Signed: John E. Scott,
Association
of
Future Mayor
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Fashion Jewelry

F

Look closely at this
4)
/Glir
advertisinent and YOU II
notice were in a
happy earnit,a1 mood
carnival in
h.. a

NO TOOLS NEEDED—EASY TO INSTALL

Rt.6011MON Rd.
Peducolt, Ky. 42001
or Call SS43846
For Additional Ishennatiost

•

Entire Stock

not talking about creating it,
but
it's
completely
unregulated at this point and
only under state monopoly
would it be .regulated," he
said.
Galbreath is against turning
marijuana, even if its use and
growth were legal, over to
private industry for two
reasons.

Proclamation

COMES ASSEMBLED
Send 810 check or Matey Order To:
"IL-SAY "INVENT"
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100% solid-state
color TV
*os4l9l5

$349.95

Color set has 100% solidstate chassis, 19.in. diem
nal measure picture.

portable color TN
Wis S311 95

$294.95

• 13-in. diagonal meats/are
Ditilsre
• Super black matrix picture
tube
• Adjustable one-button color
• 100's solid-state chassis
‘1130/1

tot moo Weis as
littist is newt

WI S

(I olorpoesi

Kwik-Pik has all yourcamera needs:

_

$160 off CB radio
with LED readout

. 50% off CB
23-channel radio

$99.50
LED (light emitting di.'
ode r channel readout. S/
RE/SW11. 23-channel.

Black and white
portable TV
wis sin vs $117

95

TV ha- 16.in. diagonal
mea.ure picture, 00',
'mild-state chassis.
• Now so

Salt

•(Iwo, Pr ,ces do

$87.47
Mobile unit features k('
DC operation A C con.
verter extra . Microphone

Play/record
stereo system
$171 9$

Have The Hungry Blues?
Get a KWK SMILE!
Try Stewart Sandwiches
Ready in minutes and simply delicious

8147.95

Ploys, records 8•Irrack
tapes: record changer, IS.
in. hi speaker enclosores.

Two Stores Serving You At Murray
801 Coldwater Road -153-0648

todode deloretv sod rostotIol000,

1-Searsj Sears Catalog Sales Office

Corner of Glendale & Whitnoll - 753-8394

Kwik-Pik is trying to conserve fuel. Store hours are posted at each Kiwk-Pik market.
Please help us conserve fuel during this emergency.

Seetbside Shoppieg Ch.. 753-2310

.04•110.11

0S ots>1 0

*Not Dog *Chili Dog *Nam
*Torpedo *11-B-Chre Pot*
*Hamburger *Cheeseburger
•Hani end Cheese *11-11-Due Beef
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Radio thaek
Seek Help For
Fear of Sex

MID WINTER SALE!
IMPRESSIVE PRICE CUTS ON CB,STEREO, RADIOS,TAPE,SPEAKERS, MORE!

$90 PRICE CUT

By Abigail Van. Buren
toin bs Chlemeo Tnbuis;NY Plow'
s 11,041. Inc
PEAR ABBY: I am a 38-year-old woman, and I'm still a
virgin. The furthest I've ever gone with a man is letting him
kiss me goodnight.
Don't get me wrong. It's not that I wouldn't like to go
further, but lam too afraid of sex to let myself.
I am an attractive woman with a slim body, Fve been on
many dates that I know could have led to the bedroom, but
I always broke it up before it got that far.
4
lam not reallyfiraid of MEN;it's sex I'm afraid of.
Right now I ail going with a very gentle and attractive
man about my age. We are -casually dating, but I know he
will want it to lead to sex and maybe marriage. What do I
tell him? He will think I'm crazy. I'm -not even sure that if
I got married I would feel different about sex. Then what
would happen?
I don't want to lose him because he's the first man I've
ever cared for this much. If I need a psychiatrist, I couldn't
afford one because I'm supporting my widowed mother
who's an invalid. Help me.
"38 AND HOLDING"
DEAR "38": You need to find out why yes have been
fighting your normal feelings. Please seek prefeselonal
counseling. And don't delay. If you can't afford a private
therapist, call your local Mental Health Association or
Family Service. They charge only what you can afford to
pay.
DEAR ABBY: A cousin of mine was killed while she was
riding on the back of a motorcycle with a guy, so my
parents made me promise I would never get on a motorcycle without their permission.
Well, last summer I broke my promise. Someone saw me
and this guy on a motorcycle, so my parents heard about it.
I kripw I should have told them the truth, but when they
asked me, I denied it, and they found out I lied. Now they
have lost all trust in me,-and I'm being treated like a 3 year
old.
Abby,if they would only give me another chance,I would
never break a promise or lie to them again. All I need is a
chance to prove to them that I have learned my lesson and
have grown up a lot since last summer. How can I get them
to trust me?
DIANNE

Reg. 149.95

5995
„1.1•

REALISTIC STEREO FM-AM
RECEIVER SLASHED 20%1
Reg. 299.95
STA-84 loaded with features

RADIO BUY OF BUYS!
Lowest price EVER on Realistic
TRC-61 23-channel CB due to
impending 1977 model change
All controls built into rugged
speaker/mike handsetl.
Hideaway 1 1/2X5X7 chassis
cabinet.

stereo buffs want most
Auto-Magic FM tuning
Perfect Loudness' Glide-Path"
controls. FM muting hi filter
Genuine walnut veneel case'
DefinEtely a best buy '

SAVE s40

SAVE s10

SAVE $11985

ARCHER? CB ANTENNAS
TWIN
TRUCKERS
Reg. 34.95

BUY THE SYSTEM AND
SAVE SS MORE!

24

21-942
195

AUTO-REVERSE CAR
CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER!

TWIN
TRUNK ERS
Rea-29.95

Reg.99.955995

1995

12,8,3

21-943

14-836

The CTR-3,913 features auto-stop
auto-record level, condenser mike
record/battery meter, cue review
counter Record'. savings at
The Shack

CUT $3095
REALISTIC' HI-Fl
SPEAKER SYSTEM

40 2005

Optimus-10 9°0r/shelf speaker system.
10-.woofer delivers bass down to 20.Hz
without booming Two rnicirange;twef.t.ei
speakers produce clear treble up to
20 000 Hz Genuine walnut veneer .
There s only one place yo6 can find it
Radio Shack

SAVE s3 SAVE s10

SAVE $16
eg. 39.88

88

Reg 39.95

275-452

• BI9 4' Speaker

. Mounts on Wall or Ceiling

BIG SQUARE DANCE

REALISTIC BLANK 8-TRACK TAPES
80 MIN
40 MIN

Every Friday 8:00 p.m.
Come Dance, Look or Listen

Reg. 2.49 Each

20R

FREE! FREE!

=Reg. 1.99 Each

249
44 841

cr,

REALISTIC $100,000
SONG SEARCH CONTEST

For information call 502-436-8906

WINNERS
$18,000
JIM COX
MUNCIE, IND.
"TALK IN' ON THE CS"

S13.000

$8,000

BOB MILLER

JEFF BOYAN

HUNTINGTON, W. VA. HAMMOND, IND.
"HEART BREAKER
"ERNIE'S TALKING
(BREAK IN ON ME)'
KITCHEN"

The Murray Sanitation Department
has resumed its regularly scheduled
behind-the-house pickups of refuse.
Thank you very much for your
cooperation during the time ice and
snow prevented us from picking up
refuse normally. Your assistance has
been appreciated.

99
44 840

36

REALISTIC
DIGITAL
AM-FM CLOCK RADIO
Reg. 49.95

95
SAVE 520 SAVE
12-684

DOLBY'
STEREO
CASSETTE
DECK
Reg 199.95
.Memory Rewind
• Do/by' Reduces
Hiss

CB SONG HITS

56-6002
51-6002

STEREO LP OR
8-TRACK TAPE
Reg 159
3.49
EACH

S115

179?,P

MICRONTA CB
POWER SUPPLY
Reg 19 95

12 1501

0 CI_

REALISTIC
8-TRACK RECORD PLAY DECK
Reg 99 95
• Dual VU Meters
• fast Forward Switch
• Auto Stop Control

14 '444
4
95

CUT 40%
4-KEY-MEMORY
CALCULATOR
Reg. 19.95

I
--"Or

11 95

22 127

. Converts AC-to 12 VDC

CUT 36% SAVE s10

SAVE 20%

ARCHERKIT STROBE KIT
Reg 29-95

280-IN - 1
• PHYSICS
LAB KIT

"GUITAR" SPEAKERS
12 INCH 2395
Reg 29 95
4o 1314
My95
15 INCH 2
Reg 34 95
/ 40 1315

95

• Snooze Bar
• Sleep Switch
• Contemporary Look

SAVE 54% SAVE 15% 1

RADIO
SHACK'S

Ky. Lake Music Barn

2F01
R,

=MOM

FM-AM
TABLE
RADIO

1/2 PRICE SALE!

Reg 16 95

1028 193

• Bargain by Science Fair •

1928

4019

• Rapid Fire Bursts. tor Slop Molfor,
• Xenon Bulb Adjust'. 60 l%00 I
•

12th Street Extended
Phone 753-7100

Olympic Plaza
STORE HOURS
10-7 Mon. thru Thurs., Sat.
10-9 Friday, 1-4 Sunday

Murray Sanitation
Department
A TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY

• -welvuernsee

5

SMOKE KILLS DETECT IT EARLY!

NOTICE

Murray Residents

• STA 84 Stereo FM AM
Receiver
-.-Two MC-1000 Spetker svi nis
• LAB 14 Automatic Record Changer on Base with
• Diamond Stylus Magnetic Cartridge

95

Archer. Electronic
Smoke Detectorl

Attention

'

Reg. 79.95

Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.

Saturday — COO p.m.

4 et IV•

3599

REALISTIC
CASSETTE
RECORDER

DEAR LOST: Just say,"You look great!" That will cover
everything.

Drawing for new $20.00 bill to be
given away at the Country Music
Show.

1111111101M11,

Reg. Separate
Items Price
479 80

BIG 37% SAVINGS!

DEAR DIANNE: If you're trying to live something
down, don't keep bringing it up. Don't whine, nag or beg
another chance. That's juvenile. Keep your lip zipped and
take your punishment like an adult. You'll be trusted again
when your mature behavior becomes apparent.
DEAR ABBY: What should you say to someone who
you know has just had plastic surgery for cosmetic reasons?
If you say, "It's a big improvement," they might be insulted because that means they didn't look so hot before.
If you say,"You. look much younger," they could take offense because you're implying-they looked "old" before.
If you don't say anything, it coUld be worse because
they've spent a lot of money and gone to a lot of trouble hoping for a noticeable change, and if nobody notices, it would
all be for nothing.
Isn't some kind of reaction in order when the bandages
come off, the black and blue marks have faded and dl the
swelling has gone down? But what?
LOST FOR WORDS

SAVE $60

THE REALISTIC R CB
ONE HANDERTM
MOBILE

0-

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES

_AL
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Oral Roberts Uses Talent And
Breaks To Record 80-66 Win
By MIKE BRANDON
wk. missed on three successive
(10411eberts
offensive rebound to pot the
'This is the kind of game
Ledger &Thnes Sports Editor trips
down the. floor. That Racers ahead 46-45.
4g45st -ft4ta eb -pit;,
where'really wanted to check
At Oral Roberts University, cuuld
Roberts
17-T7
04 3 I 34
have majle it 75-70.
With 10:54 left in the game, him out and see if he would be Dugger
they have this saying: -Praise
510
44 2 2 14
won't comment on the Oral Roberts held a 57-54
Datum
5-7
0-1 7 3 10
lead. able to crack the first eight or
the Lord and pass it to officiating.
5-10
2-4 4 1 _12
I won't look for an And over the next 5:38, the nine. We always need guards. Worrell
Roberts." The Roberts is 6-6 excuse,
Scott
3-6
44 II 3 10'
though on a night like_ Titans outscored the Racers
Dubl)nn
0.0
0-0
0 2 0
"I
was
also really imAll-American Anthony this,
it would be very easy to 16-6
0-2
0-0 0 O 0
pressed with the play of Hurdle
to put the game on ice.
Roberts. not Oral himself.
Totals
3542 1046 XI 12 SO
do it.
The Racers closed to within Wilson and Randall. I was
At Murray State University,
"We gut down by nine or 10
qine with 56 seconds left at 75- very happy with the way .they
Wednesday night, there was a points
ilenvy44.14
in the first half and 66 but Oral Roberts
scored jumped."
different .saying on the Oral
stuck in our offense am/ three points
fga. lt-fta rb
(6
Both
Randall
and Wilson Muff
on a technical foul
Roberts bench: :Praise the
14-29 3-4 9 4 31
showed patience and executed and then
2-6 0-0 4 3 4
Roberts capped the had six rebounds and were Blasulganle
Lord for the officials and pass well.
Jarrett
Maybe we will learn scoring with a slam-dunk with impressive.
▪
2-3 2-2 4
6
it to Roberts."
Woolard
545
2-2 2 2 12
something- from this game. six seconds left, accounting
Murray falls to 15-6 overall Warren
1-10 04 2 1 4
It's a shame that Oral, the
Besides, this wasn't the nn- for the final 14-point margin. while ORU is 17-5 and will play, Randall
3-7 0-0 .6 4 6
minister, wasn't there. Maybe
Missal
la I-1 6 3 3
portant one. .
The.Racers shot only 29 of 79 at North Texas State Satur- Barber
0-1 0-0
O 0
he could have conducted a
But we did show we can in the game and had just a .367 day. The Iiiicers, 7-2 in the Jackson
-0-0 0-0 0 1 0
healing service before the have
Totals
19-79
6-9
34
111
fib
patience and that's what pace fromihe floor while01W OUC. will resume league
game
helped
and
do we'll have to
have in our next hit on 35 of 62 for a .564 mark. action Saturday at East
Oral Roberts
39 41- al
something for those with poor _ two road
Murray State
as 20 -66
game-s." Overton The Racers held a 45-39 lead in Tennessee.
Attendance
6.900
eyesight, mainly the officials. said.
the rebounding department,
How, might you ask, does
Oral Roberts was one fine which includes "team"
officiating have anything to do club,
yes. But to say they are rebounds.
with an 80-66 loss, which is 14
points better than Murray
Besides Muff, Grover
how much Oral Roberts .p.ist isn't
true. As-a matter of -Woolard hit fdr 12 to account
University won bY.
tact: to say they are even fost-the o- nty-other double digit
— On five occasions in the better than
MutrEcy Might not Murray scoring.
game, Oral Roberts went in to be true.
Overton played junior guard
score when they had obviously
Oral Roberts played top- Glenn Jackson, a former
committed walking violations. rated San
Francisco in the Murray High star, for about 10
That's 10 points.
Ba City and lost by 10. But minutes of the game.
— In addition, there were they outscored
the Dons by 10
Jackson, who did not take
some of the silliest fouls from the
field. At North any shots from the floor, had
you've ever seen in your life. Carolina,
they led until they an outstanding floor game and
As you might guess, they were went into
the four-corner and moved the ball around well on
on Murray.
got passed in the final minute offense.
— If you did not go to the on floor errors.
"He had been working real
game and don't believe what
And, yes, they did lose in hard in practice and has had a
478 13 Irbeless
you read, then ask a friend Tulsa, 80-74
to Austin Pray. great attitude," Overton said
who went to the game. They'll However,
Anthony Roberts of Jackson.
believe what they read a lot did not
\t,
play that game
more than believe 'What they because
he was sick.
NO FOUL — Nothing was called on this ploy as All-American Anthony Roberts(15) of ORU goes
saw.
Roberts played in Murray .
in for the slam dunk early in the first half. Under Roberts is Mike Muff who is being used for a
On the outside, Fred Darned right
FOR
he played. He
springboard by Roberts. Watching for the Racers are Jimmy Warren(33)and Danny Jarrett(SS).
Overton was cool, calm and fired in
17 of 27 from the field
(Staff Mot,' by Mike Illowlea)
t
collected over the loss. On the and finished
with 34 points.
COOKEVII.I.E. Tenn. ( AP.)
)
inside, well, • he may have a
But he wasn't the only — Mercer University snapped
few holes in the wall of his
brilliant player on the floor, a
SliEfg•
seven-game
college
office building this morning.
4,05The Racers' Mike Muff was basketball losing streak
"First of all," Overton said;..
9
right behind, finishing with 31 Wednesdaj_n!ght_hy defeitting
W4,4 SU 113:each 1440o 1103 40 11.4 04_0
'we last to—& very_ good
points-and nine rebounds-In an slumping Tennessee Tech 82Htlilt hough with 2
basketball team. They have
awesome performance viewed 65.
great jumpers but there were
by faro scouts from the- Los 'Stewart Reese scored 20
a lot of other factors in the
•11.11
Angeles Lakers and from the points to pace Mercer, which
By KEN RAPPOPORT
for a week so that the players and collected 10 rebounds, game.
'Philadelphia
76ers.
AP Sports Writer
collected only its fourth viccan concentrate on their goal leading Providence over
"With about two minutes
144a, let he
The scouts were there to tory in 19 games.
When Al McGuire starts of a tournament bid.
• DePaul. Terry Tyler amassed left when we were down 75-64,
PRICES IIPIRI MARCH IS. 1177
look
at
Roberts.
But
they'll
screaming at his team,
Tech, which never led,
Elsewhere
in
college 21 points to lead the University
probably
be
making
af
ew"-shutting the -door on spots basketball, sixth-rated of Detroit past St. Bonaven- Hall Of Fame
suffered is third straight
more,visits to Murray in the defeat and its ninth loss in the
writers and recriminating Louisville routed South- ture.
himself,
you
know western Louisiana 103-82, 12thDAYTON, Ohio t AP) — future, to .recruit players for team's last 10 starts in falling
In another game, Freeman
_something's up,
to a 7-14 season record.
ranked Cincinnati defeated Williams, thenaation's leading Former Coach Lou Tschudi, the pros, not officials.
The Racers got off to a slow
Actually, it's the Marquette Eastern Kentucky 78-60, 14th- scorer, poured in 71 points to ex-center Emil Karas in
Mercer led by 10 points, 32start in the game, falling 22, with 2:22 left in the first
Warriors.
ranked
North
Carolina lead Portland State past football and Bob Kavanaugh,
Psychologically, the walloped Maryland 97-70, Southern Oregon 142-85. a Flyers' baseball standout in behind 16-5 at one point.
half before.Tech narrowed the
But with a roaring crowd gap to 40-36 at intermission.
Marquette coach has no peer. 16th-rated Providence turned Williarns .figure is the third the 1940s, will be inducted into
McGuire knows how to get a back DePaul 84-73 and 19th- highest in Division I history, the University of Dayton and some sparkling play off
Tech registered the ,first
basketball team higher than a ranked Detroit beat St. surpaised only by Frank Athletic Hall of Fame the bench by John Randall and bucket in the second half, but
Skeeter Wilson, the /lacers was then outscored 10-2 in the
dunk shot — and that's ap- Bonaventure 78-67„
Selvy's 100-point outing for Saturday.
began to come back.
enshrined
parently what he did Wedbe
trio
at
will
The
next three minutes.
Batch Lee and Bo Ellis each Furman agairist Newberry in
With 410 1,eft in the half:
nesday night to inspire scored
The host squad was plagued
22
points for -1954 and Bill Milkvy's 73 halftime of the South FloridaWilson hit a three-point play by turnovers, committing 15 of
Marquette to an 81-71 victory Marquette. The Warriors held against Wilkes- for Temple in Dayton basketball game.
and the Titans led only 32-28 its total 29 in the second half.
over Loyola of Chicago.
a shin 36-33 lead at the half, 1951.
The Racers. trailing 39-36
Out For Season
The ninth-ranked Warriors, but pulled away after inJerry Thruston added 17
with
a minute left, went into points and grabbed a gamemindful of a post-season bid to termission behind their top
NEWTON, Mass. AP) —
the NCAA playoffs, blew a 12- scorers. A 10-point flurry gave Team Banned
Tom Meggers, a 6-foot-8 the four corner. And with only high 13 rebounds for Mercer.
Maintenance-free
point lead in the first half and Marquette a 50-37 lead and
Bobby Porter scored 18
sophomore forward who has three seconds left, Muff
popped
in
a
15-footer
and
it
this inspired . a fierce later it was 68-51 with 5:55 left.
points and pulled down 10
MILAN, Italy AP) — The averaged 10.9 points and 7.8
36 BATTERY
was a one-point Oral Roberts rebounds to lead Tech, While
confrontation with McGuire at
Louisville tied a school Ascoli team of the Italian rebounds in 20 games, is lost to
lead at intermission.
intermission.
teammate John Tatum added
record by winning its 15th Second. Division has been the Boston'College basketball
41p.f es 111•rdi
Muff hit the first bucket of 11 points.
"I thought at halftime we straight game. Rick Wilson banned by the Italian soccer team for the remainder of the
the second half to put the
•
(OH.
aid Ims.r010.0e 1101 404444
were in serious trouble," and Darrell Griffith each judge from playing at home seapon.
Mercer outgunned TenRacers up for the first time in nessee Tech from the floor,
McGuire said."We had to do it scored 18 points for the Car- for five championship rounds
X rays disclosed Wednesday
Scars SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
at the start of the second half, dinals, who twice led by
following riots • last Sunday that Meggers suffered a the game. Murray's last lead connecting on 52.3 per cent of
came
at
the
16:12
mark
when
Soirtliside Shopping Ctr. 753-2310
which we did. But I told them points in the second half.
its attempts to Tech's 39.7 per
after a match against broken right hand during
Muff scored from under on an cent.
..the second half might be the
Brian Williams scored 15 Cagliari.
practice Tuesday.
most important 20 minutes of points, Bob Miller 13 and Steve
The game had ended in a 1-1
.the whole season, because if Collier 12 in a balanced Cin- tie. Thousands of fans,
you blow it you'll never cinnati attack that led the angered by what they
forgive yourselves."
Bearcats over Eastern described as POor refereeing
See Your Nearest Mercury Dealer
Translated, that meant Kentucky. Cincinnati held a against their tearri, prevented
McGuire thought that a fourth 40-26 halftime edge and led by the referee and the Cagliari
loss would greatly injure the as many as 29 points in the players from leaving the
BUCHANAN MARINE
JACK S
Want a great buy on any
Warriors' chances for an second period.
dressing rooms for more than
Buct,anar,
MARINE CENTER
Merc`-powered
rig_.in
the
NCAA bid.
on Lake Kentuck?
W M,i
Walter Davis produced 25. nine hours.
Pr,',
house? Cottle on in and
Obviously dead serious pointsand 12 rebounds to lead
The referee ,later said he
look-us over— flow
'about a national cham- North
Carolina
past had feared for his life as the
MILLIKAN MARINE
through March 15.
pionship in his last year as Maryland. The Tar 'Heels led 'fans stormed the dressing
"Folks, right now through March 15,
coach, McGuire refused to the entire game and at one rooms with rocks and bottles.
And no matter which rig
your Mercury outboard dealer is really
allow newsmen to interview juncture held a 29-point ad- He and the Cagliari team
you choose. with a new
talking price on Merc-powered rigs!"
his players after the game. He vantage.
managed to leave only early
JONES
1977 Mercury outboard
—Jerry Reed (as seen on TV)
SPORTING GOODS
said the policy would continue
Bob Cooper scored 24 points Monday morning.
- behind it',
be getting

Steel belted
tire SALE!
Save
"704??
f"iriAkvxt.,%

Mercer Ends Skid
By Thumping Tech

McGuire Fires Up His Club,
Freeman Williams Scores 71
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INDOOR TRACTOR PULL
Sponsored By: Alpha Gamma Rho Fraternity

February 10, 11, 12- 7:00 p.m.
West Kentucky Livestock Show And Exposition Center
1 Mile West Of Murray On College Farm Road

Farm Pull
Feb. 10th,
18.4
Tire
20.8
fire
14'5
The

Sanctioned Pull
Feb. 11th,

Feb. 12th,

5000 Stock
7000 Stock
9000 Stock Turbo

5,500 SS

7,500 SS

10,000 Stock Turbo
12,000 No Turbo
13,000 Stock Turbo

9,500 SS

L

LE

15,000 Stock Turbo

5,000 MOD

9,500 or
10,000 OPEN

the power and performance
you've come to depend
on from Mercury.
.
From the mighty 175-hp
Mercury Black Max.'" right
on down to the little fishing
Mercs, you get famous
Mercury features like
Thunderbolt' ignition for
quick starts, Jet Prop"'
exhaust for quiet running
—and a drive train that's:,
stainless steel throughout
for fighting corrosion.
So hurry on in and take
your pick of some great
rig buys right how.

KY

'
MACK & MACK
SPORT-A-RAMA
US 68 west encl
EggerssFerry Bridge
Aurora KY 42048 .
'
-,502r1174-22g4 — 41

SIKESTON MOTOR CO
1g30 s Ma"-MO 63801
-- 4'1141471

HALL TRAILER
& BOAT SALES

PIEDMONT PARK
MARINA

DAN S RECREATION
0

'

7,000 mob
12,000 SS

12,000 F.S. 24.5x 31
Tires

40:1210?

LAKESIDE
BOAT & MOTORS

15,00055

1,, 1,, ,•11,
11
f

Form Pull Tickets At
Gate Only
$3.00 Adults.
$1.50Shildren 6-12

Sanctioned Pull Tickets
Advanced Tickets - $4.00
Tickets at Gate - $4.50
Children 6-12 at Gate- $1.75

; 4,

KINKAiD
BOAT & MARINA
_1V1.0 roain,t 51

ans. Auss..s

it

,

AL S BOAT & TRAILER.4" Oir' '

BUILDING WILL BE HEATED•GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

ANI 4

...onso;Mr. ••••••••••,..1—
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Bowling
Standings
Ladies Fri. Morning
Bowling League
Team
W
Shoemaker Seed Co..
. 49
47
Key Used Cars ..... „ .
Crawford's Shell.
441.1
Harpole's Grocery .
. 44
. 43
Astro Car Wash
Tgitilived CarL..•.
41
40
Paradise
— KenneLs
37 ,
D.& D Body Shop
.
364
1
Snap-On Tools .
.
Corvette Lanes
15
Don s Auto Repair
12
31
• autos Black Jr. Painting
High Tarn Gann 1 BC+.
Key Used Cars
Crawford's Shell
Key Used Cars
Astro Car Wash
High Tea
.m Game I HC)
Key Used Cars
Crawford's Shell .....
. .
Key Used Cars..... . ... •
-High Team Series(SC1
Key Llosd CAPS
Crawford's Shell
Astro Car Wash
High Team. Series
Key Used Cars .
Crawford's Shell
Astro Car Wash
High Ind. Game SC)
Lois Smith
Pat Scott
!Story Harru
Margaret Morton
High Ind. Game HC
arolyn Bomar ........
.
LeisSinitb
Joan Herridon
Mary Harris
High lnd. Senes SC
Lou &mill
• Margaret Morton
..
Sondra Rice
....
.
High Ind. Series HCi
Margaret Morton . .
Lou Smith
Joan kierndrin
High Averages_
Sondra Rice
.
Lois Smith .
.....
Margaret Norton
Pat Scott
Nancy Todd .
Hilda Bennett
Mary Harris.
Jesuinett Williams
.
Linda Johnson . .
Donna Johnson

HAVE A LITTLE HAND — All-American Anthony Roberts (15)
of Oral Roberts gives 31-point scorer Mike Muff (40) of the
Racers a little shove. There was no foul called. Roberts
finished with 34 points on the evening.
(Shoff Photos by Metrend's)

Jeans - 30% to 50% Off
KING'S DEN
"The" Store For Men

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
753-0550
•••

Bubbles Hawkins Gets 44 As
Nets Win, Jabbar Chases Fan

L
31

33

35's
36
37
-•
40
•
43
434
45
48
49
687 .
634
634
Yht
850
807
797
1887
1749
1719
2376
2271
2256
212
187
185
185
237
137
224
222
535
532
508
. 619
610
6130
166
165
159
159
150
148
148
148
. 146
144

By BARRY W1LNER
In a real shootout, the Spurs for the Knicks.
„ttp Spry;Writer
won only their seventh game Were-103, Backs 194 .Bubbles Hawkins exploded on the road in 21 starts while
Lloyd Free scored 22 points
on the basketball court and handing Detroit its fifth home to lead Philadelphia past
ICareem Abdul-Jabbar qearly loss against 20 wins.
slumping Milwaukee, which
exploded off IL .
Detroit hit on 57 per cent of lost its fifth game in the last
Hawkins, whom the New its shots, scored a team- six and and,13th out of 16.
York Nets signed as a free record 43 points in the second- Rockets 106,Bullslit
agent just twO months ago, put quarter but, according to
The Rockets moved to
on a one-man show Wed- Coach Herb Brown,"we didn't within one-half game of first
nesday night, scoring a play any defense."
place Washington in the
`career-high 44 points to lead
San Antonio shot 56 per cent Central Division as Calvin
the Nets past New Orleans 93- and had four players score Murphy scored 28 points.
89 in overtime in the National more than 20 'points, led by
Hawks 99,SuperSonies89
Basketball Association. Larry Kenon's 29. Bob Lanier
Seattle collapsed in the final
Abdul-Jabbar went into the had 30 for Detroit.
half-minute and allowed the
Buffalo stands to "cirscuss ' Pacers 110,Knicks 189
Hawks to steal the game.
things" with a heckler after
Dave Ftobisch grabbed an
The Sonics' Dennis Johnson,
leading Los Angeles back into offensive rebound and scored who led his team with 19
first place in the Pacific with two seconds left to cap points, missed three straight
Division with a 105-90 verdict Indiana's comeback. It was free throws with 30 seconds
over the Braves.
the first time the Pacers led remaining and Seattle ahean
"I still don't think I've- since eariy„tri thngame when 98-95_ After Atlanta's Len
arrived yet," Hawkins said they were on top 11-10.
Robinson sank a pair five
after hitting for eight of the
Billy Knight scored n seconds later, the Hawks stole
Nets' 14 overtime points in points, and John Williamson Slick Watts' pass. John Drew
New York's comeback vic- hit for 26 in his first game as a fired in a short jump.shot with
tory. "But it sure is nice to Pacer. Bob McAdoo scored 36 15 seconds left for the victory.
show people lean play."
One Braves fan's heckling
finally got to Abdul-Jabbar.
With 39 seconds remaining in
the game, Abdul-Jabbar, who
scored 32 points, went into the
New Homes Built
stands to confront the kibbitzer.
From $12000.00
"The guy gave me a lot of
Over 400 Plans & Elevations
derogatory remarks," AbdulJabber said. "I asked him if
See or Call
he wanted to take it up personally. He didn't wantp."

Start Planning Now

- PRO BASKETBALL
HOUSTON — The Houston
Rockets of the National
Basketball Association were
sold by James Talcott, Inc., of
New York to Greenway Plaza,
Ltd., of Houston for a price
estimated between $6 and $7
million.
TENNIS
MIAMI — Third-seeded
Harold Solomon, Silver
Spring, Md., scored a hardfought 6-3, 4-6, 6-3 victory over
Jiri Hrebec of Czekchoslovakia in second-round
sir
.ig.les competition of the.
$50,000 Miami Grand Prix
Classic.

HANGING JOHN — John Randall, 6-8 sophomore forward of
the Racers, hangs in the air and makes a beautifel move on
this loyup for two of his six points. Randall also had six
rebounds.

Roy Harmon 753-4124

(Staff Photos by Mike lousioo)

Spars 135,Pistems 129

Murray Supply
Has Moved Its

Shop

•

To

Valentine's
Day
Special

(Next Door To Wholesale Electric)

Come By And See Our
New Shop Facilities
We feel this move will
allow us to give you
Better and Faster Service.

ORDER your valentine heart cake and we
will deliver it free Monday,Feb. 14.

Sammons Bakery
3Sizes

200 East Main

Be Sure To Watch For The Opening Of
Murray Supply's Lawn & Garden Center
—Always Plenty Of Free Parking—

OOPS — About the only time Oral Roberts was able to stop
Mike Muff came on this play where as 6-9 Chuck Dohms (32)
comes up with a block. Muff hit on 14 of 29 field goal attempts, grabbed nine rebounds and finished with 31 points.

Chestnut Street
753-5434
Bel. in city limits only

G RAND OPENING FEBRUARY 11-27
Benton Shopping Plaza Mall Hwy. 641 S. Benton, Ky.
•Door Prizes(Need Not Be Present To Win)
Savings Up To 50% On All
Winter Mdse. $5 Rack $10 Rack
/
1
2Price Rack — Lingerie/
1
2Price

s
wilt%

Storewide
Sale

t

1050 °

All

An0/
cut niv
/0

Dress Pants

Just In "Red Gowns"Specially For
Your Valentine Sweetheart.
Jrs. Sizes 3-13 Misses 10-20

All

Jeans

Door Prizes Given Away Sun.
Feb. 27th at 3 p.m.
"We've Got Fashion Cornored At"

•Open Nights & Sundays

Wildoats
Mole
Hang Ten
Liberty

Faded Glory
Sedgefield
Eldorado
Mad Man

Reduced

20%
30% Off

Leather Coats

Register For Gifts To Be Given Away Sun. Feb.
27 at 4 p.m.
•Free QUofityKey—Choin With $1.00 purchase or.
-more while supply lasts

*Enter The Missing Piece Puzzle Contest
'Have Your Child's Picture Taken With Raggedy
Ann 8-rAndy Only $4.88 (2 57 8 4 Billfolds in
color) Sat. Feb. 9th Between 2-4 p.m.

Betsy's

MR.
"
sm.

Card &
Gift Shop

STORE
OF BENTON

theCORNER

Jerry Key, Owner

-•••••••••M

••••••I

-11

wom=•.•••••••MIE—

.
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2 Notice

Iv Youth Shop
504 Mein

New Shipment of

Infant-Wear
m.y
Sale Items

th
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 Game at ••
marD/es
•',env"
7

goodbye- =
-tetongreY
5 tine sweet

3 Adored

Jury list

. sop

riilage

tiro i
0 Without end

e2 Bother
• 6 Harvester
3'Southwestgrn • 7`13ocument
8 Matured
Indian
14 Concur
9 New Dear
• agency
1.5 Rosman
16 Comes on
scene again
18 Stabon
20 Haste
21 Res.clue
23 Transgress
24 Stroke
27 Buten
29 Un,t 01 Me,
,can'curren•

plural

solther

India

by

50 Man s name
51 Organ ot
neanng
52 Soutreast

re)

WI

0

art,

ascet-c
wo,,no
29 HeaPed
43 Actual
30,Cry•
45 Coiiege
3' G,ri s name
degree
24 Pierce
33Fr,t seed
iabbr ,
25 Peer Gy nt s 36 Wees away 41r Spanish 101
mother
38 Appears
• yet
26 Bushy
40 Ardent
_ 47 Sper,sh tor
41 Hindu pea
ciump
good

30 laden

39 Mans name
42 Spansh wie
44 Strong low
cart
9-4-6 Advanced
49 Time gone

P181351111138
taa'a BOUM WUO
ammEr MISS

11 In0.y,o uai
19 S nypng
•CYC.11
22 Pigpen

CY

32 Judges
34 Above
35 Rertenng
to old see
37 Athcie of
furniture
38 Weight ot

Anse*, to Wednesday s Fuzz*
taL9L3 MUM amp
marline me. es
MEM

poet
„ Frencri

cIe

28 Ancient
Hebrew

cants
48 219d
42 Mark let? by ,.
5 6 L72 I 0
I:.....1
:' l3

0 r,
--

7.:•;r9 4

13
I5
IS

...::1
le

• 70 _ „

11

/1 (.;•1 23
.,

FI

24

......1.
..::22

30

..,
,

1
24

:5

79

''• .
• 32
'

31

Aran Poll • 34
day
53 Entrances 3,
54 Crahy
5813itter retch '. ;'
45 46
. DOWN'
SO
C.W.n
Florida
Spanish for 53

2 Notice

FOR
WA-TKINS
DO YOU believe the Holy
Products.
Contact
Bible is God's inspired
Holman Jones, 217 South
word? Would you like to
13th, Phone 753-3128.
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 7530984. It is not a recor-. FOR FREE OIL and
adjust on any sewing
ding. This is also our
machine.
Call
business phone.
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.

News, Society and
753- 19 18
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Buseno;ss
may
be
Office
reached on 7531916 and 753-1917.

n,
19
ght
ds
ad

•it•-•••••••••••••6••••••••* 6 00000000000000000000

2. Notice

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As follows

33

33 36
..6

•.
a0 •i

'',..:',
.......1 39
4? y !

49

411

•:.: 49

.:::$5.
tr

r.....
.
F.

-

4j.: 55
9,9•1,..

2 Noti.e

Check
Your
Ad de •

6. Help Wanted

WARD &
fLKINS

TEXAS OIL Company
needs mature person for
short trips surrounding
Murra-y.
Contact
customers. We train.
Write L. C. Dick, Pres.,
Southwestern
Petroleum, Box 789 Ft.
Worth, Tx. 76101.

HE WANT ADS
15. Articles For Sale

6. Help Wanted

WHOLESALE
NEED EXPERIENCED ' FREE:
Jewelry
Catalog!
Exauto body man. Phone
elusive Designers'
7536°38
u
Collections! Bargains
galore!
Box
1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
9 Siwations wanted

1.° •-••••••

"Bargain
Corner"

THE
BIRDS

Management
Trainee

Chinese Vegetables

Panhandbr

9

BARGAIN

of the iv7.011TH

It'sist1488

IOW

NNW

VIKLYPI

OUT dale

trid1011 01

-•riND OF A
JUSTGOT
A YE N
POP A
5ANDwiCH

SANDWICH 7

dIP'--.)o
BEETLE BAILEY
oirtAT5
Te4AY
&ITEEN
STLJFF

' BLONDIE
couLt,
you SPARE ME
98<

MOOD 09,,..Y SPEND
ON A SO
Cr
CHEAP WINE'

# c
ter

7.

THE PHANTOM
re'

C'OS5!

PPENE
50,99,E 7194 I NJ&
WE'RE
WENT WRONG
5t1PROEEI
,
IN THERE.
TO OE
"THOOE 5.015
FREED!
WERE WI-P..,

:

LII ABNER

r
fOl
itS
i
t
01 ni

NEW AND USED tobacco
setters for sale. Call 7537708.

SIDEWINDER Busbog,
lift type, perfect conAUTOMATI
DEFROST
C
WILL BABICSIT and also
dition. Call 436-5870.
refrigerator. 17.5 cubic
do housecleaning. Call
ft.
freezer.
Three
7674258.
REWARD TO ANYONE
compartment sink, 4 bar
CONTACT WEST KY
who can identify the
411.1 or
10 'Kis
000
11
stools, formica covered
Excellent
selection
Grain
person killing a German
Handling
SERVICES
_
WANTED.
bar, storage or plant
of used
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
Shepherd in the vicinity
•
11111130111.
OPP911711NIT
Translation
Y
-English
to
shelves,
adding
Appliances
345-2633 for Farm Fan
of Dogwood and GlenAd'rrerir05r3
ore
French. , Qualified
for local person in this machine, casK-registerl,-'
-4-Maytag
Dryers. Seven per cent
dale
on
washers,
Tuesday,
to check the
area to represent a
person to translate, type
fire extinguisher. Call
Pre-Season Discount
first tirserhon of -ads for
3-Maytag dryers, 2February 1. Call 753and collate documents
nationally known oil
753-7276 after 5.
corr•ction
Th , s
Frigidaire washers,
through February.
7546
company. This is a perfrom English to French.
newspaper writ be
5-Frigidaire dryers,
Literal
manent,
well
as
as
full time sales FOR SALE: One dorm
responsibie for only
2-Frigidaire ranges,
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
one mcorrect onsertion
technical translation
position.
Offers
size refrigerator. In
self
2-side-by-side
drgrain dryer, a new steel
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
required. Call Wayne
unusually high income,
Buying/Selling?
excellent condition. $75._. „
frosting refrigeratorbuilding, grain-cleaner •
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
--opportunity for _ad7 :Call 753-71i0 and ask for__
Wahelon,- 1-554-9592.
IT'S FOR
_
s._Priced ti0.00-anti
or new-gprlifequipment.
--Vail
cement
-Know
ledge
Gerry.
I'YY
OUlf A
-PO
LIA
C
SE-CHE
AREFI
AL
CKY
for
spring:•
Agri'
up.
of'farm and industrial
AND NOTIFY US PROM
Call 153:1713
Products has them. Call
machinery
PTL Y IN CASE OF AN
helpful. FIREPLACE FOR SALE'
753-2958.
Special training if hired.
ERROR
- Contemporary style
For personal interview
with flu pipe, reducer,
HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave, .
FOR SALE - 4 bottom 14
see Jim Reynolds,
damper and grate. $100.
$.75, at Hornbuckle
in. Ford plows. $600. Call
Ramada Inn, MadisonCall 753-6848.
15 Varieties
Barber Shop. 209 Walnut
4924214.
WITHOUT
ville,
Ky.,
Fri.
Feb.
18
at
of
Man or woman to !Mel
Street.
Monday Wes neeftageenent detetc,p
7 p. m. or Sat. Feb. 19 at
HALF PRICE - complete
Thursday 7. 30-11:30:
ment program. Successful ap1951 RED BELLY FORD
9
a. m.
deep well pump system,
plicant
can
expect earnings ,Ir
Friday de Saturday 7:31)tractor, plow, disc and
$16.0100 to 818.000 the first
$150.
Complete
water
20 grow 011 your
3:30. Appointment at
12. Insurance
and $20,006 to $22,000 thr
cultivator. Good conclarifier system, $200.
second year Applicants must
The own gorden
home. Call if needed 753dition. $1500. Call 753be willing to work 50 hours per
You could go cuckoo
Used
months.
3
only
Call
3685.
week, provide best of referen
9340.
being you; own real
435-4413.
ees, some college preferrml
estate agent
C0LORP_DILIB A ITS, -- .Thachow salesor Aspen...ore
Peewee ague
iStSete
worlurig with people helpful
1970 MODEL 403 InYou'd have to, fry an
bring us yours for extra
Position offers salary, con,
cher town to learn what
ternational combine.
mission and bonuses, profit
copies. Made fron, any
BELTONE
FACTORY
Loretta lobs already
sharing, liberal insurance
Perfect condition. Call
size
into
any
-size.
fresh
batteries.
Wallis
knows This knowledge
program,complete training at
753-1977.
u1/
er7er‘x99.
An
Wallets
equal .,(9low as 24 cents,8
and experience save you
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
portunity employer For per
time,
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
trouble
and
Call 753-1272.
sonal Interview call Mr Da ..1
801 FORD POWERmoney.
And
her
A claw,1 -896-759e betweer
Artcraft, 1,18 South 12th,
Se 9 a m
MASTER or Super M
professional Code of
753-0035. Free parking
Ethics guarantees you
Farmall, and 10 foot
lot, use our rear enthe best advice and
wheel disc. Call after
trance.
fairest
treatment
5:30 p_ m. 436-2243.
WANTED
ROUT..
SALESMAN. Must be 21
HAVE VACANT private
Loretta
lobs
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
years or older. ExREALTORS' has-a flock
room for elderly woman
of facts at her fingertips.
needs. Call AAA Fence
perience preferred, but
in state approved family
Mummies
See her first when you
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
not necessary. Must live
care home. Call 753-6392.,
Limited
have real estate in mind.
Paducah,Ky.
F•
)Ronnie
in or near Murray. Good
Ross
E.n
pay plus benefits.
20 Sports Equipment
Contact
RC
Cola
11%..
753-0489
-Company, 910' South llosioao Of MUM
.69
CARROLL 850 compound
N.ether "ee-e.wwser mow
Fifth Street, Paducah,
new cosset in
bow. Like new. Set up
Ky. PhOne 44-3647 days,
14 Want To By
EASILYfor hunting, 5 arrows.
247-9923 nights.
38 mew! Wilde
0150. Call 4924558 after
MN
111. •901%
TRAILER WANTED DRIP COFFEEMAKER
5.
EFFECTIVELYenclosed to accomodate
M•rro Matc duo coffee
WANTED
SALES
A
clans. news one
maker brews 10 cups in lust
4'
down ti,rt one
wide,
4'
high,
9'
long
person to sell Jim
fr; mtn Incl 25 filers,tel
,994 tn a sine'
,stone
payload. Call Frank_
15' RUNABOUT BOAT,55
Walter Homes in the
.lon-soerect war ming- prate.
ECONOMICALLY- 11
.Goniires, 753-2374 atter
I horse- power Evinrude
Murray area. This is
carafe
cleans the way
M0193 76
protesstonats de at
6 p. m.
motor, and 15' camyour opportunity to
rt. Lost
Murray Nest
reOu SAVE UP '0
per-sleeps four. To be
money
as
good
a
make
VS 00 Pf11
Aate Store
WANTED: 'B-J Auto
A BALONEY
sold together--$1650 or
sales person. If inSalvage. Junked and
SANDWICH
Chestnut St. 743-Z71
best offer. Contact
terested call Gene Allen
wrecked cars needed.
s/
Gunner Nance at 753502-442-7368, Paducah,
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
4015 or 753-8300.
Ky.
AVAILABLE NOW
COINS AMERICAN and
22 Musical
•
Urethane foam. All
foreign. Also old gold.
If
you
have
sizes,
all
densities. Cut
Rest for only $12.00 a day
Call 753-9232,
MEP'
to your specs. West Ky. BALDWIN PIANOS and
previous insurance
1.4-Air Decor Store
organs. Rent to purCabinet Co., 1203 Story
15 Articles For Sale
experience in the
C.90.9 713-Met
chase plan. Lonardo
Avenue. 753-6767.
past 3 years and
Piano Company, across
SALE - CHAINSAW
YOUR NEED is our
are now working
from Post Office, Paris,
16 Home Furnishings
. 5.9
Chains, 31S" or 404 pitch.
concern. NEEDLINE,
Tennessee.
Enough for 12" bar,
on another job call.
7534333
EARLY
AMERICAN
J-15T
T
$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20"
A5 i.ON& ..15 I
Bankers
Life
and
yCLA NO49A3i.
couch and- matching
KNOW W.4 4T
LOWERY ORGAN Magic
bar, $10:95. Wallin
ORD NARY
FREE! FREE! Drawing
Casualty Company
155 EAT,NG
chair. Also
maple
Genie 44. Automatic
Hardware,
,Paris,
Tenn.
Egmr:AY
for new $20.00 bill at ,
- Telephone 443rocker and foot stool
rhythms. One year old.
EEN
Country Music Show
with pad set in cushion.
5TuFF
Like new. Bank terms
1192 and learn*, - REMOVE CARPET
Saturda, 8:00 p. m.
Maple
end tables and
available. Call 489-2400.
paths,
spots;
and
fluff
how you can make!
Kentucky Lake Music
lamps. Entire room of
beaten down nap with
Barn. For information
a good income in
furniture. $200. Good
SPINET PIANO: Brand
Blue
'Lustre
rent
call 502-436-8806.
your spare time.
condition. Call 753-7907.
name, see locally.
shampooer. Big K. Bel
Reliable persons inConfidential interview
Aire Shopping Center.
HIDE-AWAY BED sofa
terested
in
small
An Equal Opportunity
and matching chair.
balance
low
and
2-to
PLATE GLASS store
Company
Good condition.' Brown
payments
write:
long..
cases.
display
6,
color. See at 412 South
Richardson Music Co.
24" wide, 35" high. Two
8th.
Hwy. 67 N. Poplar Bluff,
YE.
s: 35 AND
sliding rear doors. $100
YOLI PE
SOME
Mo. 63901.
for .one or $175 for two.
•
REA_L_N,GOOD
VINYL CELERY green
- -Call 753-1836.
.
sofa. Makes a rbed.
UPRIGHT PIANO Call
Excellent condition. Call
753-9875.
KING SIZE Sears sleeper
753-7496.
set. $50. Call 753-1941
CONRAD'S PIANOS - '
after 5
THREE PIECE bedroom
Organs, Kimball and
suite. Chest, vanity and
EN.BATH
TUB
Baldwin, 11/wery-Story •
bed, springs and matMust have some
CLOSURE kits. MarLargest
and Clark
knowledge of actress. $150. Call 753-9740.
bleized and solid colors
selection, in Western
ADVERTISING
counting and typing.
753-1424, .
can be installed by
Kentucky.
Working hours from
DEADLINES
. -Murray
- amateur /
Olympit Plaza, Murray,
4:30 p.m:through 1:00
.ads,. as-nr-lari&y-throfighiirc-morxx-- sAms- 1(1-.
7- -Claisified displays
and service.. Call Tony
Friday.
Pt/AA/ram!
Write
P.O.
24 Miscellaneous
and regular display,
MAHOGANY DUNCAN
Montgantery, 753-6760
Box 733- Mayfield. We
must be submitted
dining
drop
leaf
Phyfe
day
or
night.
are
an
Equal
OpNOT 144E
PORTRAIT PAINTINGS
by 12 noon, the day
table and 6 chairs. Call
GENERAL
portunity Employer.
from recent or old'
before publication.
WHO?
435-4386.
SALE: KIRBY Vacuum,
photographs Color or
All
reader
500 Maple Street_ Free
classifieds must be
black and white Pllices
FOR'SALE. Dishwasher,
hose attachment with
submitted by 12 noon
$30
to $50, depending on
$2100:00 MONTHLY!
like new. $100. Good
the purchase of every
the day
Satisfortion.size
before
SPARETIME!
UnuSed refrigerator and
publication.,
upright. Rebuilt
guaranteed Call 753believably, excitingly
numerous other items
vacuums starting at
2928
easy!
selfSend
Call 753-4684.
$45.00 We rebuild your
addressed
stamped
and
6. Help Wanted
vacuum for $29.95. Call CUSTOM MATTRESS
envelope to Box 1824, SIX OAK chairs, antique.
753-0359.- •
made any size for anCleveland,- Ohio 44106
AMBITIOUS, hart
Call 753-4716.
tique begs or campers.
working salesilelp with
18. Sewing Machines
Buy direct and save on
personality plus. Must
-...5rE5 A LADY!--Y&XlibSpecial
mattresses.
all
be able to work morGOT TO A
- 'EOC
SINGER_ SEWING
New Shipment
Healthopedic:, or foam.
nings or evenings. Send
MAN FR:57- .Y.'
Machine, zig zaeand
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
resume to P 0. Box 32S,
Wood Spoons
regular
attachments .
1136iciuth 3rd5Paducati,_
Murray
Fully guaranteed. Fully
and Spatulas
CL
Several perstyrub for
Phone 1-443-7;23. ," • -cash. price $39.50. 'Call
part tittle telephone
All Shopes
MAKE $1.00 PElt\CARD
work. Morning and
Martha 'Hopper 1-354PROGRAM
SUBland Stzes
selling engraved Ziodiacevening hours. $2.30
8619.
SUDIZES cost for hause
Social Security cards.
per hour. ApPly in persiding, if needed ifor
Free sales kit. ,-No innon at Regal B.
• FOR SALE - zig zag
insulation Pay ml 60
vestment.. Write Gregg
STARKS
Pebruary 14,_ after I
sewing machine. Full ." • payments.
Call
12th Peels. s
Prt4lucts, Box 272-HI,
p.m. No phone calls.
cash pried, $30." Call
10Iwen ,boro office
Our 30th (eor
4.exington, N c. 27292
Lakewood, 1-354-8619.
collect, 683-0690.
"Yew Ffieleve kik!

•

RENT IINISENViCT

•NANCY

19 Farm Equipment

Wanted

Two Office
Employees

_WANTED

Rct

50' each

elf

Hpw.

,
44.
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24. Miscellaneous
PEOPLE GIVE YOU
CASH, when you use Joe
Bailey and Linda Dill's
Flea Market to sell
items for you ... tables
are now being rented. If
you have old, precious,
antiques, relics, etc.
items, call 615-232-6566.
The FLEA MARKET is
tocated.3 Mires 'west of
Dover. Tenn. on high79 across from
-1.TritTe Joe's -Discount
Store. Hundreds of
items now turnilig into
thousands. The INDOOR Flea Market
open six days a week
and Sunday afternoons.
BICYCLE EXERCISER,
$20. Bassinet, $10. Infant
seat. $3. Playtex nurser.
bottles,$5. Baby clothes,
"
$10 Call 753-6345.

3E le

27. Mobile Home Sales

29. Mobile Home Re tals

1974 12 x 65 mobile home.
-Three bedroom, 1 and 3a
bath. On 90x 180 lot. Call
753-6346

TRAILER FOR RENT.
('all 753-3473.

13 x 64 FULLY FURNISHED and carpeted.
Central heat and air.
Extras. Like new. Call
753-1590, after 5:00 4988612.
3
WIDE
DOUBLE
bath,
bedroom, 2
tailored made drapes. In
Riviera Cts. Would
consider car, lot, boat,
etc. to help with down
payment. Call 753-3672.
10 x 50 2 BEDROOM,
living room, kitchen and
bath. Gas stove, fuel oil
heat. Partially carpeted. Call 47441843,

rtliday

Mama and Daddy
I

lv A' 1,1)11111c

Now Open
The Lamplighter
The parking lot is now clear, so come on out and
bring your dear.
•

Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
489-2740

smit_71

32. Apartments For Rent
TWO I)EDROOM furnished brick. $150 a
month. Near campus.
Call 753-7698 between 5-7
D. m. M-F.

\An
HOUSE

APARTFURNISHED
MENT, 1 or 2 bedrooms,
also sleeping rooms:
ApartZimmerman
ments, South 16th
Street, 753-6609.
NICE ONE BEDROOM
apartment,
stove,
refrigerator,
water
furnished. Inquire at
1414 Vine.
NICE
FURNISHED
apartment. May be seen
at Kellys Pest Control,
.100 South 13th.

-2tIIF- liorsefradin„..Pos‘ and
Auction. 12 x 652 BEDROOM fully
•F General -- merchandise
Carpeted, central air. 15 ONE BEDROOM furwtrilesale and retail.
ft., awning. $3,700. Call
nished apartment. No
UM" furniture, and • 437-4570.
.
pets. 1610 College Farm
appliances, . antiques,
Rd.
Call 753-1600.
throw rugs, throw
12 x 60 MASTERCRAFT,
pillows. Consignments
FURNISHED
ONE
Central air and heat.
taken- Flea market
bedroom apartment for
2
bedrooms,
full
To
space available. We
2 people. Call 753-7575.
baths.. Furnished. Call
buy • sell or horsetrade,
48-2321 or 489-2392.
607 South 41h. Call 43633. Rooms For Rent
2575.*
1973 ATLANTIC MOBILE ROOMS FOR RENT in
26. TV-Radio
home 12 x 60, front
the country, Call 436kitchen, natural gas
RESPONSIBLE PARTY
2510
heat. ('all 753-7639 after
wanted to take up small
5:30.
monthly payment on
34. Houses For Rent
- like new 25" Magnavox
T.V. Inquire at J and B
29. Mobile Home Rentals
FOR RENT - one 2
Music, Chestnut St.,
bedroom house and one
Murray, Ky.
MOBILE HOME, 2
3 bedroom house. $250
bedroom, all electric. In
and $275. Call Tucker
TV SALE. Drive to cuba
• Blood River area. $60
Realtors 753-4342,9 a. m.
and save: -We have-the
-Month:tall 43E-2427.
to 4 p. m.
lowest prices on all
Zenith • TV's. Shop MOBILE. HOMES and
,FIVE ROOM house for 2
-around and Compare._, mobile home spaces
for
people. No pets. Good
Sisson's Zenith Sales,
rent, at Riviera Courts.
references. Call 753Cuba, Ky. 382-2426.
Call 753-3280.
7449.

thippVHi

43 Rt.'

JUST LIKE ANY LANDLORD.11-1E
THING HE DIP WAS TURN 13ACk THE
HEAT."
36 For Rent Or Lease

41, Public Sales

FOR LEASE - Building,
20x60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881
37 Livestock

Supplies

GILTS AND 2 sows with
pigs for sale. Call 4354503.

16 PARTY RI, N1MAGE
Sale. February 10, 11
and 12. 830-6:00 onHighway 1836. Between
Lynn Grove and Coldwater. Call 436-4446.

43. Real Estate
HEAVY 100 LAYING
hens. $2.00 a piece. Call
753-5897.

4.3 Freer tstafe

'JUST LISTED - Enjoy
country living in a well
kept, roomy, 3 bedroom
home with den and
enclosed utility porch.
On approximately 1 acre
lot. Call 753-8080 or come
by 105 N. 12th, BOYD
MIJORS
REAL
ESTATE.
IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION
Owner
transferred out of town
and looking for offer on
this
attractive
3
bedroom home 1 block
from Murray High
School. Home has many
outstanding fealures
including
economic
central gas heat, central
electric air, pegged oak
floor in entry hall, patio,
garage, nice landsoaping and reasonable
price in-mid 30's. Phone
_ us for more information
on this charming home.
Kopperud Realty, 7531222.

Mb

•••

SCENIC
SPACIOUSNESS Lovely brick ranch
home on 20 acres. Many
outstanding features in
this 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home. Attractive living
room, den-dining area
with fireplace, kitchen,
large utility room with
lots of storage space,
and enclosed sunporch
which could be used as
4th bedroom. Attached
2-car garage, lovely
landscaping surrounded
by scenic pasture land.
Phone office for more
information on this
choice
property.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.

BRAND NEW THREE
bedroom home on extra
large lot.
Central
heating and air _conditioning. - Paved
driveway. This property'
is reasonably priced.
John C. .Neubauer,
FOR SALE OR LEASE. Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101, Murray or call
by owner. 1200 to 1400 sq.
Linda Drake at 753-0492.
It. of space on well
street in
traveled
REALTORS
Murray. Available on
short or long term basis.
Suitable for professional
office, as it has recently
beep corrip.I.PtPly
South 12th at Syaunora
redecorated. Call David
King, 753-6355.
TELEPHONE 753-1661

4b Homes For Sale

46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER - 2 bedroom
brick home, fireplace,
garage, patio, shady lot
on quiet street. $25,500.
Call 753-5818.

MUST SELL!! Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately MOO sq.
ft. living space. Phone
753-7857.

OWNER MOVING out of
state. Three bedroom
home, good location.
Nice large lot. Call 7531961.

FOR
SALE
BY OWNER - 406 South 6th
Street. Brick, 2..1 baths. Upstairs - 3 bedrooms, storage
room, wall to wall carpet.
Two bedrooms downstairs,
large living room, den, kitand dining room.
Glassed front porch with
heat. Double glass enclosed
back porch. 2fireplaces,one
gas log. Large full basement
bath, four
- carpeted,
separate rooms, laundry
room, one kitchen ' sink,
shower, Double ca4 garage
with extra room in back.
insulated
completely
Double paved driveway,one
brick outbuilding, -fruit
trees, .9 of en acre. Completely fenced.

TWO BEDROOM HOME,
near shopping center.
Redecorated_ inside and
out. Reasonably priced.
-Call 474-2337 or 753-3499.

THE PRICE is Right on
tnese
investment
38 Pets Supplies
properties: 111 1,2
story, 4 bedrooms.,
AKC REGISTERED
living, kitchen. Ideal for
WE HAVE PROSPECTS
Boxer Puppies. One
family or students
for three bedroom FOR SALE - 80 acres,
male, one female. Call
located near Univerhouse,five miles East of
homes up to the 20's.
753-0957.
sity... 2 Also offered is
Hardin. Near lake.
Come
by
Wilson
dwelling with living
Terms. Call 1-313-292Insurance and Real
room,
kitchen,
2
AKC REGISTERED
7180.
Estate, across from the
_black and tan German,„ bedrooms, completely_ .. post office or call 753Carpeted... drapes and
44 lots For Sale
Shepherd puppies. Male
3263.
range stay. ...zoned B3
-$75. Female - $50. Call
FOR SALE BY OWNER.
These properties less
753-2329.
HAMLIN, KY. a house
Only 3't miles from
than $10.000 each,.
and one acre of land on
square. Three
court
Contact
Loretta
Jobs
AKC REGISTERED Old
Ky 444 and McFarlane
for sale for
lots
acre
Realtors,
753-1492.
English Sheepdog
Road. Good well and
residential developpuppies. Seven weeks
septic' system.. Many
ment. Lots located east
THREE • -BEDROOM - old. Males $125,females,
large trees Mr a nice
of Murray on Squire
BUSINESS PROPERTY.
house and 1 bedroom
$110. Call 753-6412 or 753shady homesite. Call
Workman Rd. Water is
Grocery store and
trailer in the country.
0957 after 4 p. m.
John C. Neubauer,
provided. Call David
restaurant
combined.
Deposit and references
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
King, 753-8355.
New range and ice'
required. Call 753-6753. AKC
MINIATURE
753-0101
or
Pam
maker in restaurant.
Dachshund puppy, red
Rodgers, 753-7116.
45 Farms For Sale
apartment
HOUSE IN THE country.
female, champion blood „, Upstairs ,
renting
for
$135
per
Four rooms and bath.
line. Reasonable price.
NEAT,
3
EXOTIC - You have CLEAN,
month. Large lot with
Five
bedroom .house. Ideal
Refrigerator and stove.
ge n_er_ali on
probably admired this
room
for
trailer
Also 10 pigs for sale. Call
for that young couples
-pedigree, free with
home as you passed by.
parking, or store exfirst
753-0169.
puppy. Call 1-527-9700.
home. Priced at
On a lovely lot, corner of
pansion. Also good gas
only $21,000. Call 753-Glendale Rd. is
16th
and
36. For Rent Or lease
business. All stock and
3903.
GROOMING AND AKC
this most attractive 3
fixtures included. Price
miniature Schnauzers.
with
2
brick
bedroom
FOR RENT STORAGE
in very low 30's. Don't
Hidden Valley Kennels.
baths, central heat and 19 ACRE farm located on
building. 30 x 50. Call
miss this opportunity to
Call 435-4481.
air, Pella windows, fully
US 641 just three miles
753-5500 or 753-6200.
go in business for
carpeted, all built-ins,
north of Murray. Two
Fulton
yourself.
Young
41 Public Sales
and beautiful fireplace.
bedroom house. Good
Realty, phone 753-7333,
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
access road frontage.
We will be happy to
home 753-4946.
RUMMAGE SALE. Five
retail store building on
show you this truly
This close in farm can
party. Old Post Office
south side court square
different home. You will
be yours now. John C.
building, Kirksey, Ky.
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
TWO ACRES OF land
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
be delighted too. Call us
10th and 11th of
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247east of Almo on blacktop
soon. Guy Spann Realty,
Main St., Murray, 753February.
2833.
road Call 753-4418.
901
753-7724.0101
Sycamore,
or 753-7531.
_

Phone
753-5862
free 7 ti

Older home on Irvin Cobb Road with homey setting...Good garden spot, lots of fruit trees. Home
features 2 bedrooms and 2fireplaces.

City living only minutes from shopping! This
three bedroom, bath and a half home in
Kingswood Subdivision for only $33,000.00 has it
all? Central heat and air; extra large lot; carpet;
redwood deck; immediate possession.

Nice neighborhood is the only place for this compact "Everything" house! Three bedrooms; central heat and air; built-in food center; central
vacuum, fireplace, much, much more. See it
today!
Your business is always wpweseirted at ROBERTS REALTY.

.4
,100114S 73119,4
4•T 4014111 4l. SIM

PAT 4014P40116 AI./174
41111.1.• 41011.1414 TI,1•77
( C011il 713 Pt,

412 144011 1256 Str•e5

IA 1144401 731 44 a
LILA 44461• ,14044

Phone 753 1651

Quality HomesPriced Under $40,000 Featured at Kopperud Realty
Murray's Fastest Growing Realty

Member Of Multiple Listing

Ur
irt2bilir

UT

lb'OW

'sk
itire

HOUSE AND
4 ACRES

NEW LISTING

Located 6 miles East of Murray, 3
bedroom 1L-2. bath --home with double
garage,• outbuildings,. and more, on 4
losfely acres.

Quality home on quiet street just listed
yesterday, Home has 3 bedrooms, 1L2
baths, ample storage areas and Franklin
stove to keep you cozy this winter.

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
Exceptionally attractive 3 bedroom home
near Murray High School with economic
central gas heat andtcentral electric air.
You cansee frtorn the picture, its a very
nice home. PricAin the mid 30's.

LYNN GROVE -alarming

3 bedroom home just listed,
located only 6 miles from Murray. Home
has recently been redecorated throughout,
has attractive wood-burning fireplace, and
large fenced lot with stable for horses. Mid
30's. Call us today. This one will sell fast.

WHY PAY RENT?
When you can own this economic home
located 9 miles Northwest bf Murray on
quiet paved road. Large lot with fenced
--backyard and large garden area. Low 30's.

3 MILES SOUTHEAST OF MURRAY
Ideal location lesslhan 5 minutes from city
limits -- 3 bedroom, 1"2 bath,home recently redecorated throughout. IA you prefer a
peaceful location, county taxes, and yet
close location to Murray, give us a call for
more information on this home. Priced at
only $29,500.

4 BEDROOM HOME
Need a 4 bedroom home at a very
reasonable price? Consider this home
located on the West side of Murray and
priced under $30,000.

FRIENDLY BUNGALOW
Comfortable and roomy home in quiet
residential neighborhood, and very convenient to shopping areas. Priced in Mid
20's.

ALOT FOR
YOUR MONEY

RENTAL INCOME PROPERTY
Another new listing, 1st time offered, 4
bedroom, well-built older home with
basement. Also garage apartment and
mobile home all for $23,500.

Recently redecorated 3 bedroom home
with'all new appliances. A real buy at under $20,000.

January Sales indicate a very active year in the Real Estate Market Let us assist you in selling your home and/or locating a fine new home in 1971.
We have five,full-time sales representatives to assist you ill any type real estate transaction.
Evenings, Call
.4

a

Ceri Andersen
6i.orge Callagher
Bill Kopperud . .
Regena Baggett
Hairs Patterson

753-7932
753-8129
753-1222,
753-7533
492-8302

KOPPERUC
REALTY

711 Main
White House Building

Ph. 753-1222
(24 Hour Phone)
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46 Homes For Sale

49 Used Ctrs & Tricks

BRICK
HOME,
3
bedroom, 2 bath, 2 car
carport with separate
garage. 1803 College
Farm Rd. $32,000.
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath brick on 1 acre.
Good location. Low 30's.
Call 753-9318.
BIG HOUSE for family,
renters help pay. Five
bedrooms, 3 baths,
fireplace, central heat.
Call 753-9612.
47 Motorcycles
1975 HONDA CB-550.
Excellent condition.
Only 1500 miles. Call
after 4 p. m. 753-3143.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

1967 IMPALA, full power
with new steel radials.
WO. Call 437-4570.
1969 CHEVROLET Impala, 4 door, vinyl top,
air, power and new
tires. Body in good
shape, good
mechanically. $575 Firm.
Call 753-3164 or 489-2774.
1967 V. W. BUS. Engine
and transmission
completely overhauled.
New interior, great
transportation. 28 m. p.
g. highway, 25 mpg city.
$1100. Call 753-9928 after
5 p. m.

1965 CHEVROLET. $125.
'Call 753-0659.
1975 ELECTRIC minibike. Ride all day for
pennies. Charge 1972 DODGE Challenger
overnight. Ideal, for . with Key Stone wheels
and 340 engine. „Good
cMmAing_to_lown_or to
condition. Cell 753-5702
classes. Priced to sell.
after 5.
Call 753-6564.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 7532226.

1975 F-250 FWD topper,
14.35 mudders..Power
steering, power brakes,
automatic transmission.
Call 767-6254.

FENCES
Complete Fencing Supplies
For Residential _
Commercial

Hwy.60 West
Paducah, Ky.
Ph. 444-6865

KODAK
DISTRIBUTOR POLAROID
EVEREADY
WANTED
KEYSTONE
WESTINGHOUSE
HOLSON ALBUMS
Individual. Male or Female:Treilded tutt'gr partylme to dm
tribute world famous Kodak tom and other photo products
through company established locations Make this your
year for independence 5499600 investment Guaranteed 12
month nserchandtse repurchase agreement
CALL Mr. Martin(Toll Free)l-11100-1114141200 or Collect A6142211.1751

Monday to Friday.9 a.m. to 6 p.m.. Sat 9 m to Lp.m E.S.T
*Write:

1973 S-ATTELLITE
Sebring'2
door,
reasonably priced.
Sharp. Call 753-8062.
1972 BUICK SKYLARK.
Blue with white vinyl
top. White pin stripe.
Power steering, brakes,
air. Low
mileage.
Sharp. Call after 5, 4892462.

FIRESTONE PHOTO CO.,
FIRESTONE BUILDING. SINCE 1946
16214 jrcf St . Columbus Ohio 43215

We Are Now The

Wholesale
Distributor

1973
CHEVROLET
Caprice Classic.
Burgandy inside and
out. Excellent car.
41,000 actual miles.
Original spare never
been used. Price $2,400.
Call 753-7765.

for the all new

In-Sink-Erator
,

1977 CAMARO, AM
stereo. Six cylinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550.
1974 MAVERICK V-8,
automatic, power. Air
conditioned 38,000 miles.
Excellent condition.
$2550. Call 753-4769.
1970 CHEVELLE, good
rrlottir, transmission and
interior. $600. Call 7537304.

grab_
MODEL 77
11.P.mss

The world's most popular
continuous feed disposer
made even better. 5-year
warranty on parts, 1-year
warranty on labor.'
'Whisper quiet polystyrene
some! barrier.
•Instant-energy capacitor
motor.
•New stainless steel, twoPte"EasT
stopper
'Stooks* steefartrat-charm
ber.
'Dishwasher drain con.
nection.
'Automatic reversing action
doubles grinding life.
'Exclusive
homeowner's
self-service "Wrenchette."
••'Quick-Lock" mounting
•Corrosion-protection-Gaclusive polypropylene shield.

1971 DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 34
ton. Call 435-4113 after 6.

MODEL 333
1411.P.

The economy priced continuous .feed disposer . you
can rely on. 1-year warranty
• on parts, 1-year warranty on

1973
PLYMOUTH
Barracuda, 318 V-8,
power
and
air.
Automatic, tape player,
vinyl roof, one owner.
$25000. Call 753-6534. --

In-Sink-Erator
dependability at a surprisingly low cost.
•Instant-energy capacitor
motor. .
•Sine direction, _ non reversing action
.One-piece.
heavy-duty
polypropylene stopper.
.Corrosion protection - exclusive
polypropylene
shield.
•''Quick-Lrick" mounting.
.Exclusive
homeowner's

self-service 'wrear.bette..:

•

1974 VEGA GT. New
tires, FM stereo tape,
good condition. $1050.
Call 492-8558 after 5.
1973 OLDSMOBILE N.
All extras. Very clean.
Call 753-0442, after 5.

50 Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 7534904.
1 Services Offered
TILE - TILE
TILE..
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R.
Hamilton, 753-0500.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306.
LICENSE
ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer Cleaning. Call 7537203.

1960
_OLDSMOBILE
Cutlass, 350 engine,
rocket wheels, air
shocks, good shape, real
sharp. $900. Call 527- TUTOR-READING. All
7880.
ages, experience,
references. Call 753-8987
1971 VOLKSWAGEN
after 4:00.
Squareback. Automatic
in good condition. $1,000. DRIVEWAYS WHITE
Call 437-4511.
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
1972 EL DORADO, brown
Garrison 753-5429.
an brown. Has all extras. Call 753-9635.
PAINTING AND PAPER
hanging, interioe or
1974 CAPRI. Excellent
exterior, by the hour or
condition. $2500. Call
job. Free estimate.
767-2450.
Phone 753-8343.
1973 PLYMOUTH Duster.
Air, power steering,
good condition. $1495.
Call 436-5450.

1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must se to
appreciate. Call 4928441.

WILL BABYSIT IN my
home. Prefer infants:
Experienced,
references
available.
Call 753-4955.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
Contact K and S 3tump
Removal, 43514343 or
753-9490.
WILL DO TYPING at
home. Call 753-7567.
DRIVEWAYS WHIl'E
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429.
CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.

GUTTERING. BY
SEARS, sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylbr at 753-2310
for free estimates.

WET BASEMENT? - We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah. Ky.
42001. Phone. day or
night 442-7026.

//,

NURSES AIDlive in work
wanted. Call 489-2533,
Louise Higgins.

CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLI BUILDINGS 753-09114

searching for the clever way to say "I Love You?"
Our Happy Valentine Ads will be published on
February 14,and offer you a truly unusual way to
proclaim your love and best wishes. We have a size
to fit every lover's budget and our friendly' Advisors will be happy to help you write your message.

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
ELJECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water
heaters and wiring. 30
Years experience. Call
436-5676. •

LTJ
To Mom and Dad ...

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, beating.
Call 474-8841.

We couldn't hove picked o
nicer pair of parents in the
world! !love a figgssay
entine's Dayl

To Our
Favorite
Teacher

Mns Smith - Thanks for
making Science fun to learn
We think you•re tops1

Hity. 60 West
Paducah, Ky.
Ph. 502-444-6865

NAPPY
VALENTINE'S
DAY

To Jane - 1 wont you for
my Valentine, .01101 I weft
take 'no' for an onsw•r1
lone, Tom

$300

$300
Phone 753-1916

The Murray Ledger & Times

FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.

Grandparents, Parents, Lovers.
Send a personalized Valentine Card to
Yodi Loved Ones This Year
With A Ledger & Times Valentine

EXPERT Bk.ILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to . complete
home - planning to
completion Call now
Roy Harmon's Carpenter Shop. 753-4124.

ONLY 15' PER WORD

SOME EXAMPLES:

($1.50 MINIMUM)
WRITE YOUR MESSAGE
IN FORM BELOW

011ar Jimmy (paw) I love
you more their words can
empress. I hop* we will al,
ways be together to shore

the good and the bad Lore
Sue (Chuck) P S

&nays.

Wormer loves you tool

4
WANZA
Happy Vole,
"
tines Day to the sweetest
and most loving wile and
mortver We love you Lorry

•

-4

ond Chad

Al my love goes
to you on
valentines Day
Love John.

:same
Address
City
Zip

Column

ntEE HALF GROWN
part Collie puppy. Was
abandon.ed
and
desperately needs a
good home. . Call 7534012.
-

Walter

Iron,
your Clo.,

GLASS REPAIR and
replacement for homes autos - storeS. M and G
Complete Glass,
Building
No.
5,
Dixieland
Shopping
Center. Phone 753-0180.

FAIN'S ELECTRICAL
Residential;
Service.
mobile home-hookur
and service Licensed.
Roger Fain, 435-4539.

- Aber IS wonderful years
of marriage, I'm still heod•
-ovisr-heefi in love with yawl

sr°

WOULD LIKE TO do
babysitting in my home
day or night. Can 753-5947.

PAINTING interior and
exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Worley, 7530708.

To My Wife, Ann...

Mike and Sue

SALE: KIRBY Carpet
Care. Steam clean one
room at 8 cents per sq.
ft. and we will clean the
hallway free, limit 4 x
10. A 10' x 10' room
would only be $8.00. Call
Mike Hutchens, 753-0359.

FREE - THERE are
many lovable puppies at
the pound. They are all
shapes and sizes. Call
753-1461 if you would like
to take on home.

SAVE
NOW
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY

01

Shout Them from the Classifieds!

COLLIE
PUPPIES.
Eight free to good home.
Call 753-0661

753-8191

$425.00 up, fleeced, reedy te .se. Abe precvt, rev held, es
ley de 1300.00. I $ ep t• 24• Al stesierd, betwIll precut
wty she needed. ley the hest Ger less.

40

COMING THIS SPRING.
R. W.'s Mobile Home
Wash and Wax'Service.
Call 753-9618.

FENCE SALES AT
CARPET CLEANING
SEARS now. Call Doug
experienced,
very
'Taylor at .75423.10 for
reasonabre rates,
free estimates for your -- references,
free
needs.
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
NEED TREES cut,
firewood, land clearing,
HAVING TROUBLE
carpenter work or light
getting those small
hauling. Call 753-4707.
, plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

Wholesale
Electric Supply Co.

el/

WILL DO inside or outside painting and small
carpentry work. Phone
527-9959.

54 F r Pe

206 E. Main

41111Mlem

•
51 Services Offered
=net

1971 CHEVELLE SS, 350
stock, bronze with black
1974
NOVA, power
stripes. Call 492-8658.
steering, rally wheels,.
excellent condition. 350 2
• barrel engine.--Phone---1970- CADILLAC SEDAN
753-2414, or 753-5207
DeVille. All power and
after 5:00.
air with AM-FM radio.
Car .has been well
serviced and taken care
FOR SALE 1970 Buick
of. $1200.00. Phone 354Electra 225 has all
6217.
power and air, cruise
control. Extra clean car.
$1575. Also have 1958 1976 BUICK REGAL,
automatic, power, and
Edsel Pacer with rebuilt
air, bucket seats, AMengine and refinished
FM stereo tape. 350 four
body, $600. If interested
call 753-6564.
barrel. Call 489-2666.

PRICED TO SELL. 1971
Gremlin X. Real sharp.
Call 436-2502, or 753-0521.

Portable Custom-Built
Dog Kennels

FENCE SPRY

1974 CELICA ST Toyota.
Air, automatic, low
mileage. Call 753-9951.

1974 FIREBIRD, gold
custom
pe, rocket
wheels, AM-FM tape,
low mileage. Excellent
condition. Call 753-7853.

Gates Manufactured
To Specifications

AAA

1976 GNIC TRUCK,34 ton,
Heavy Duty springs and
tires. Reason for selling
Es illness. Good condition. Call 7534716.

Gal1111110.

MAIL
To:
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ledger& Miles
P. 0. Box 32
Murray, Ky. 42071

State
Phone

Copy must be submitted to this office by
s February 11, 1977. All ads will run on
February 14, 1977 unless you specify
otherwise. Photo can be picked up at
newspaper office after February 16, 1977.

.•
••••••

--e.-

osphea•
•
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Murray High School Honor Roll For Period Is Listed

Deaths and Funerals
Joe Roberts Dies
This Morning; Was
Former COuntian

Word has been received of
Funeral services for Mrs.
the death of Joe Roberts of
Guy
( Mary) Rutland of Almo
Hartsville, Ind., formerly of
being held today at boo
Calloway County, who died are
the chapel of the J. H:
this morning about five p.m. at
Churchill Funeral Home with
o'clock from an apparent
Rev. Ralph Rogers and the
heart attack at his home in the
A. H. McLeod officiating.
Rev.
Hartsville.
service is by the
'song
The
Mr. Roberts was 68 years of
quartet.
Peeler
'Leland
age, a 32nd degree Mason, and
Serving as pallbearers are
a member of the Hartsville
Imes, Alvery Galloway,
Baptist Church. Born March John
Taylor, Rob Jones,
14, 1908, in Calloway County, Cecil
Burkeen, and Ralph
Aaron
he was the son of Henry
Burial will be in the
Evans.
Roberts who died 'February
Hill Cemetery.
21, 1958, and Elsie Lee Roberts Temple
Rutland, age 66, died
Mrs.
who died September 8, 1962.
p.m. at the
One brother, Fate Roberts, Tuesday at three
County
Murray-Calloway
preceded him in death on
member
Hospital.
She
was
a
• ettritier t, 1967.
Temple Hill United
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. of the
Methodist Church and she and
-Jessie Detrica Roberts; one
husband had just
daughter, Mrs. Tommy her
--celebrated their 50th wedding
Linda ) Smith, one son, Alvin
anniversary on January 8.
_L. Roberts, and six grandSurvivors are her husband,'
children, all of Hartsville,
Guy;
two daughters, Mrs.
Ind.; two sisters, Mrs.
Wofford, Dover,. Tenn.,
Newman (,Rutty ) Grogan,1624 Frank
Mrs. Bill Avery,and
Hamilton, Murray, and Mrs.
Tenn.; two sons, Jimmy,
W. 0. I Alba ) Williams, CinRoute One, and Don,
cinnati, Ohio; one sister-in- Dexter
Murray Route Four; two
law, Mrs. Ruth Roberts,
sisters, Mrs. Nell Rushing,
Broad Street, Murray.
Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Goldie
Funeral and burial services
Lancaster, Dover, Tenn.; one
will be held at Hartsville, Ind.
brother, Hollie Houston,
Dover, Tenn.; seven grandchildren.
Fast Film Service

At Big Discount

Special Program To
Be At Independence

2.78, Tammie Pierce 2.56,
David Roberta 3.0, Susan
Rogers 2.78, Janice Rose 2.50,
Sherry Runyon 2.56, Tom
Shupe 210, Elsa Smith 2.75,
Roger Smith 2.75, Jane Suffill
2.56,

Prices of stock of local interne steam
EDT, toddy, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp.. of
Murray,areas follows.
Heublein Inc.
McDonalds Corp
Ponderosa Systenia
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W.R. Grace
W.R. Graee
TelaCO
General Elec.
GAF Corp
Georgia Pacific
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Disney
Franklin Mint

20% +4
*vs tine
I tine
44% +I,.
575. use
575. uric
30 -%
n

50% +lo
12%
33 +%
+%
30% -1/4
lesiunc
40-5.
23% +55

Ricky Taylor 2.60, Sonia
Thomason 2.75, Melody Travis
2.75, Susan Valentine 2.50,
Greg Vaughn 2.80, Larry
Watktns 2.90, Anson Weaver
2.63, JoArin Williams 2.78,
Kelly Williams 2.63, Debbie
Wilson 2.80,Sonia Wooten 2.67,
Philip Zacheretti 2.67.
llth Grade
Jill Austin 2.60, Donna
Bailey 2.56, Beth Boston 2.80,
Tressa Brewer 2.78, Denise
Curd 2.60, Debbie Darnell 3.0,
Lisa English 2.60, Frank
Gilliam 3.0, Joey Grasty 2.70,
Kent Harmon 2.80,
Bruce Horning 3.0, Karen
Jackson 2.78, Claude Johnson
2.64, Gina Jones 3.0, Michelle
Kelly 2.60, Anita Laminack
2.83, Kathy May 3.0, Tammy
Melton 3.0, Carol Montgomery
3.0, Tammy Rice 2.82,
Michael Russell 2.60, Laura

Friona el -sleek* of keel interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger & •
Times by I. M.Simon Co. are as follows:
Indus. AV.

+1.00

Awco
ArrL Motors
Ashland Oil
AT&T
Ford Motor
Gen Dynamics
Gm. Motors
Gen.Ilre.
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Republic Steel
Singer Mfg.
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith Radio

Artcraft Studios
118 St. 12th. 753-0035
Free Parking At Rear Door

M1S-S-YOUR PIPEP
. Sobscnilitrs who hove not
received their hom•-dolivered
copy of The tiluenry Ledger
Times by 5:30 p. is. Illesulay•
Friday or by 3:30 p.-- on %tordays are urged to cell 753-1/14
Mondey-Frisloy, or 3:30 p.
end 4 p. is. Satordeys, to insure
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
most be pieced by I p. is. %weekdays or 4 p.
&Maydays to
guarani* delivery. ,
.M111/11111

Mr. Glover, age 48, died
suddenly Tuesday at 2:45 p.
m. from an apparent heart
attack at his home; however
he had been in ill-health. He
was employed by the
Sanitation and Grounds
Departn1ent of Murray State
University. Born May 29, 1928,
in Calloway County, he was
the son of Willie Franklin
Glover and Erie Op-at
Youngblood Glover.
The survivors include his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Glover,
Hardin Route One; two
sisters, Mrs. Leon McKeel,
Murray, and .Mrs. R. J. McDougal, /Limo Route One; two
brothers, Jack and John W.
Glover, Almo Route One.

All
Long Sleeve

Shirts

1/2 Price
KING'S DEN
Store For Men

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray
753-0550

20% unic
44 inc
31~ MC
.6355 -%
5014 Aos
57% -%
7155 +1
/
2
27% As 20% +%
32% +1
/
4
23% +%
33% +%
30% -%
10% -%
13% -%
34% +%

Dodge is talking your
language with the
Aspen wagon all
America's talking about.
*Manufacturer's suggested refail price
for base six-cylinder Aspen wagon,
excluding options, destination charge,
taxes, and title fees. Wheel covers ($32)
and white sidewall tires ($39) extra.

is
TALKING
WWI
LANGUAGE.

National Future Homemakers of America Week was
proclaimed for February 11-19 by Murray Mayor John Ed
Scott. Watching Mayor Scott sign the prodamation
were, left, Vickie Carraway, president of the Calloway
County High School Chapter of the FHA, and Teresa
Cunningham, president of the Murray High School
Chapter of the FHA. Special activities have been planned by both chapters for the observance of the
National FHA_Week

Sears

JIM FAIN
MOTORS

SPRING
FIX-UP

SALE
SAVE
t% to 15%

u.

15% to 20% off
kitchen cabinets

SPECIALIST

2 00 Unassembled,
unfinished cabinets

Chain link
fence outfits

CUT 20%
,
,
- 1300 Weatherly Cabinets. a'sailable assembled or narth assembled

S1.19
per foot
IF 105

Was

CUT 15%
It3S0O Hearthside Cab.
:nets. oartiv assembled
(A.71i 20% .

high
Outfits include II%-ga.
galvanized steel fabric,
line posts with caps, tie
wires and top rails.

pus Lights
Special

eters
Gas wafer fiewith 3-stage
automatic Mime

Thursday-Friday-Saturday
Feb. 10-11-12

309 No. 16th
West Side Campus

Dodge

810 Sysamers—Phos• 7534132

Formical'-brand
.
ounteriops cut 20%

RESTAURANT
BA Re13•Q

Shinners 2.90, Dame Shipley
2.64, Belinda Suiter 2.80, Tim
Summerville 2.56, DeAnn
Thornton 3.0, Share Toon 3.0,
Lisa Watson 3.0, Bill- Wilson
212.
- HIM Grade
- Mitchel Burkeen 2.76, John
Denham 2.60, Duane Dycus
2.80, Rita Evitts 2.60, Greg
Eyrich 2.80, Harry Fannin 3.0,
Jenny Francis 3.0, Debbie
Geurin 3.0, Vincent Heise 2.64,
Debi Henry 2.60, Jerry Kelly
3.0,
Jeff Kursave 2.80, Mike
Kurz 2.80, Gina Lovett 2.78,
Kathy McHugh 2.82, Stacy
Overbey 3.0, Michael Plfts
2.64, Terry Smith 2.80, Brad
Taylor 3.0, Theresa Vaughn
2.60, Jaina Washer 2.56, Laura
Watkins 2.82.
9th Grade
Marla Alexander 2.60,

TA1L,Kr
PRICE.
3953*

Services Are Today
At Murray Chapel
For Mr. Glover

The Independence United
Methodist Church will hold its
monthly
Sunday
night
fellowship program on Sunday, February 13, starting
with a potluck supper at six p.
m.
The funeral for W. F. Glover
Mrs. Inez Hopkins will show
slides of activities of the of Hardin Route One is being
church during 1976 during the held today at two p. m. at the
program to follow at seven p. chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
m.
The Rev. Coy GarrettoeGlen Cope and the Rev.
church minister, invites the Howard Conner officiating.
The Dexter Baptist Church
public to attend.
Choir is providing the song
service.
LAKE DATA
Hardy Jackson, James
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. in. Pritchett, Harry Brow,n,
354.3, up 0.1.
Elwood Brovo, Tolbert
Below dam 301.0, up 0.2.
Bedwell, and John Canup are
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.4, serving as pallbearers. Burial
up 0.1.
will follow in the Murray
Below dam 303.5, down 0.3. Memorial Gardens.

FILM, FLASH CUBES,
CAMERAS, FRAMES

The

Principal Ray Reeves has
released the honor roll tor the
second grading period at
Murray High School.
• Included in the 121- honor
students were 49 seniors, 29
- juniors, 22 sophomores,and 21
Final rites for Mrs. Bill freshmen.
(Barbara, June) Hill. will be
held today at 3:30 p. m. at the
12th Grade .,
chapel of the Max Churchill
Pat Baggett 2.63, Brad
Funeral Home with Bro. Don Boone 2.80, Denise Buniphis
Riley and Bro. Kenneth 2.50, James Burnley 2.60,
Hoover officiating. The song Malimia Cochran 2.82, Teresa
service will be by singers from Cunningham 3.0, Leeanna
the Seventh and Poplar Dick 2.56, Ken Farley 3.0,
Church of Christ with Jerry Janie Flora 2.89, Jackie
Bolls as leader.
Galloway 3.0, Anne Gregory
3.0, Steve Hancock 2.60,
Pallbearers will be Noby
Linda Hart 2.56, Mary Ann
Carraway, Rudell Parks, Joe
Pat Futrell, Frank Hill, Steve Jones 2.56, Mary Ann Kurz
Carraway,and G. T. Brandon. 2.60, Mike Later 2.50, Pam
Burial will follow in the Hicks Lassiter 2.82, Mary Ann
Littleton 2.60, Randy May 3.0,
Cemetery.
Tern McConnell 2.75, Bill
Mrs. Hill, age 44, died McHugh 2.74, Cindi MeMaints
Tuesday at 7: 10 p. m. at the 2.50, Deanna McMillen 3.0,
Methodist Hospital, Memphis, Christine Montgomery 2.80,..
Tenn. She -Was -a mernber- of Sherry Nall 2.56,
the Holmes Road Church of
Julie Outland 3.0, Marc
Christ, Memphis, and -resided Peebles 2.50, .Lybda
Perrin
there at 5114 Gill Drive. Born
July 23, 1932, in Calloway
UNION TO MEET
County, she was the daughter
United Auto Workers Local
of Earl Parker and Evie lose • wilt hold a special
Thomas Parker.
meeting on Thursday, Feb. 10,
Survivors include her at 7:30 p. m. in the American
husband, Bill Hill, and Legion Hall, union president
daughter, Stephanie Hill, Franklin Rushing said today.
Memphis, Tenn.; two sons, Rushing urged all members to
Danny Hill, Memphis, Tenn., attend.
and James Hill, Ann Arbor,
Mich.; two sisters, Mrs.
Charles Broach, Calvert City,
arid Mrs. William Sanders,
Elizabethtown; one brother,
Billy ParkeeaLake City, S. C.

Final Rites Today
.At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Bill Hill

Funeral Services
At Local Chapel
For Mrs, Rutland

Have dinner with us before
attending Campus Lights.

at these Low,Low Prices

Kansas City Ont.u.,,

$399

2 lb. Sirloin for 2 People

9600

Ruff 'N Tuff
carpet
SAVE .20%

830 off digital
garage door opener
SALE 8154.88 .
lMgftal tootrot lets yo-u

Series "75"
Was $154.9t

SALE 8999
•

40.621. $1

990)

your own private code.

$10 to S10 off garage doors

with Waxed back

8 oz. Ribeye

$329

Order Bar-B-Q Ribs

$300

The above includes salad bar, potato of your choice, loaf bread.
All the Catfish you can eat
WI': Cole Slow French Fr.
-c Whae
Beans Shred Onion And Golden
Brown Hushpuppies

Sassed Spacial

Fresh Strawberry.Pie
Plump Jut<y
. Sfrovvber,.o. from Me.

$269
-)41
,
'• A..

60c

Al - Jimmie - Pete - Bill Dock - Tommy - Lee - Dwight - Hofford - Treat Your Wife To
A Night out.

815 off aluminum
storm 'screen door
SALE 844.88
Pre-hung door has 2 int...
changeable inserts - fiber
glass screen, safety ea,

Sears

85.89 off Early
One fire detector
Seen regular
$189.95
lee. price
Underrounter model fits
in same.space as your old
res. In install.
model .

SALE $27.99 ea.
Designed to sense fire in
its earliest stages.

SEARS.CATALOG.SALES OFFICE
• •

4130"off Sears Best
, 2-HP paint sprayer
SALE 8259.99
Po.vetful enbugh to operate 2 sprit) gitg‘kat once!
For air tools, inseeticide.

Shipping, installation extra
•Price.; are Catalog mites
• Now on sale

Lynne Beatty III, Janne Bell
3.0, Julie Billington 2.80,
Robyn Burke 3.0, Mike Clark
2.82, Dan Clayton 2.82, Susan
*ass 3.0, Teresa Dick 2.60,
Marianne Duvall 3.0,
Denise Dycus 2.80, - Kent
Eversmeyer 2.60, Michael
Fayette 2.60, Mark Ferguson
3.0, Mitch McCiard 2.64, Doug
Moore 2.82, Charles Shaeffer
2.64, Jennie Smith 2.80, Stacy
Smith 2.56, Alison Wallace
2.82, Sharon Whaley 2.82.

.Legal NotIce

COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF
INSURANCE
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
alPublic
of:
In
To:Th
The General
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION RATES
NOTICE AND ORDER
WHEREAS, Executive
Order 76-1213 issued by the
Honorable • Julian M.
Carroll, Governor of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky, directs the Commissioner of Insurance to
hold a Public Hearing to
determine the extent to
which Workmen's Compensation Rates should be
reduced as the result of the
passage of House Bill 28
effective January 1, 1977,
and
WHEREAS, The
National Council on
Compensation Insurance
has submitted its proposal
- to- the- Deo'Load of Insurance.
NOW, THEREFORE, IT
IS ORDERED that a
Public
Hearing
be
scheduled for Wednesday,
February 23, 1977 at the
hour of 10:00 a.m. in Rooms
1-3 Sports Center, Frankfurt,K
Kentucky
r
and it is.
further
ORDERED that the
following issues be considered at the Hearing:
(1) The effect of House
Bill 28 on compensation
rates and on the overall
cost of workers' compensation. The National
Council on Compensation
Insurance has proposed an
average decrease of 12.3
per cent from current rates
as a result of House Bill 28.
(2) The effect of the
automatic weekly benefit
19
97
104.
fj
ro
anmua$96
ry
effective
The National Council on
Compensation Insurance
has proposed a 4.0 per cent
increase as a result of this
benefit.
(3) The effect of House
Bill No. 30 on workmen's
Compensation rates.
(4) The effect of Experience Review on Workmen's Compensation rates.
The National Council on
Compensation Insurance
states that Experience
Review includes 8.2 per
cent based on actual losses,
which wtien modified by a
15 per cent trend factor and
a 5 per cent factor. as a
result of Norman Haycraft
vs. Cohart Refractories,
Ky., 544 SW 2d. 222 (1976)
Koduces an overall increase of 30.6 per cent.
ORDERED that the
filing and supporting information filed by the
National' council
on
Compensation Insurance
shall be open for public
inspection in the Department of Insurance, Second
Floor, Capital Plaza
Tower, Frankfort, Kentucky during regular office
hours Monday through
Thursday prior to the date
of the Hearing, and it
further
ORDERED that". pursuant to.806 KAR 2:080, all
persons with a valid interest wishing to intervene
as a party herein (with the
right to present evidence
and cross-examine witnesses) shall file with the
Department of Insurance a
written application at least
forty-eight (48) hours prior
to the Hearing date
showing good
cause
therefore, and it is further
ORDERED that this
Notice of Public Hearing
shall be published twice in
every daily newspaper of
the Commonwealth of
Kentucky at least ten (101
days prior to the Hearing
date.
- Done and effective this
7th day of February, 1977.

HAROLD H. MCGUFFEY
surance
Commissioner

of

In-

By: Joseph R. Johnson-Attorney

.•
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